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Abstract 

 

The concept of climate change has been in the debate, not only at the 

international level, but also locally, for decades. However, activists around the 

world have come together to raise their voices and address once and for all the 

environmental crisis that we are facing today. In that sense, the following 

research analysed the voices of activists, and their network, in South Africa. 

With the aim to understand the formation of community-based adaptive 

capacities in relation to climate change, in communities. 

This Thesis was conducted as a case study in Bloemfontein, South Africa. The 

study included five semi-structured interviews directed to activist from 

Bloemfontein, as well as, secondary data conformed by five interviews 

conducted to members of the eco-building project ‘Qala Pheland Tala. Start 

Living Green’, and story-telling videos. As well as, the employment of 

participant observation, as part of the methodology.  

The study looked at climate change adaptability and resilience in different 

communities, based on the resilience theory proposed by Carl Folke. And it 

aimed to understand the influence that the activists’ network is having in 

community-based adaptation strategies to climate change. Further, the results 

were categorized with the framework that suggests a Resilience Model, as a 

set of networked adaptive capacities, designed by Norris et al. (2007). 

The analysis of the results concluded that the link between the activists’ 

network and the communities, has helped to build adaptive capacities and 

resilient societies. At the same time, it proved that we need new strategies of 

action towards climate change, that foresee regenerative societies.  

 

Key words 
Climate change; adaptation; networks; resilience; community resilience; 

activists; South Africa. 
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Caminante, son tus huellas 

el camino y nada más; 

Caminante, no hay camino, 

se hace camino al andar. 

Al andar se hace el camino, 

y al volver la vista atrás 

se ve la senda que nunca 

se ha de volver a pisar. 

Caminante no hay camino 

sino estelas en la mar. 

 
- Antonio Machado 
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1 Introduction: How did we end up here? 

 

Climate change is a concept that appeared several decades ago, aiming to 

explain the changing patterns of climate that is attributed directly or indirectly 

to human activity” (UNFCCC, 2011:2). Furthermore, the term has been used 

to describe both the process and the problem of the rising temperatures -or 

global warming- caused by the greenhouse effect (see Climate Research 

Board, 1979; Wright and Nyberg, 2015:6; Neville, 2019). Which according to 

more than 95% of scientific evidence (NASA, 2019), is seriously putting 

societies all over the world at risk (Houghton, Jenkins and Ephraums, 1990). 

The term risk suggests a stronger vulnerability towards a future adversity 

(Beck, 2009). 

 

Currently, there is a growing trend that emphasizes that the concept if climate 

change should no longer be the reality. Instead, different international actors 

have been proposing that one should be talking about climate emergency (see 

Bilan, 2019; Carrington, 2019; Morton, 2018). 

However, for the purpose of this study – only climate change will be 

mentioned. Due to the fact that the researcher approached the gathering of the 

data from the climate change perspective. Because it has been the term used 

in the majority of the sources and bibliography utilized for this study.  

 

Globally, different societies had been working to face the challenges of climate 

change. For instance, international and national actors are enhancing 

mitigation laws and projects, in order to support different adaptation measures 

for a sustainable development (IPCC, 2019). 

However, adaptation to climate change (CC) is a broad concept that covers 

actions taken by individuals, communities, private companies and public 

bodies such as governments – in order, to enhance resilience to climate change 

and variability. Alverson and Zommers, defined adaptation to climate change 

as an “adjustment in ecological, social or economic system in response to 
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actual or expected climatic stimuli and their effects to moderate or offset 

potential damage or take advantage of opportunities associated with change in 

climate” (2018:5). In addition, successful adaptation strategies should reduce 

vulnerability (UNDP). The concept of adaptation builds on and strengthens 

existing coping mechanisms, targeting climate change vulnerability with 

specific measures and integrating vulnerability reduction into wider policies 

(Ensor, Park, Attwood, Kaminski, and Johnson, 2018). As the discussion on 

climate change gains more and more attention, it has been argued that it is 

important to take in to consideration the aspect of community-based adaptation 

in the debate (Smit, 2006). As it is considered as a method that intends to 

include the individuals that are the most vulnerable, in the design of adaptation 

measures (IIED, 2009; Kuruppu and Liverman, 2011), by “building on the 

priorities, knowledge, and capacities of local people (Reid, Alam, Berger, 

Cannon, Huq and Milligan, 2009:11). 

Further, more has to be done about climate change than merely understanding 

that we face “the biggest challenge of our time” (Kofi Annan in Wright and 

Nyberg, 2015:1). Because, within the debate surrounding climate change, as 

Polk and Kain suggest “governments are expected to promote development, 

and ensure safe and healthy environments within the constraints of social and 

environmental problems” (2015:1). Nevertheless, much of the literature 

implies that governments and multilateral organizations had always had the 

leading role in the decision-making process of climate change issues 

(Brundtland, G. et al., 1987; Ahmed, 2019). 

 

In spite of that, “the task is to articulate not just an alternative set of policy 

proposals but an alternative worldview to rival the one at the heart of the 

ecological crisis” (Klein, 2014:462). Thus, additional groups have been taking 

such responsibility (UPFSI, 2017).  Hence, there has been growing 

demonstrations of civil society, NGOs and activists to put pressure on their 

governments’ leaders to take action (UNESCO, 2016; Brandon Miller and Jay 

Croft, 2019; de Pressigny, 2019). However, as Newell (2014) addresses, the 
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power of these groups is highly dependent on national laws, and on their 

governments (Johansson, Owidi, Ndonye, Achola, Garedew and Capitani 

2018:15). 

 

Notwithstanding this fact, many activists1 around the world have come 

together to raise their voices; and address once and for all the environmental 

crisis that we are living today. In that sense, the following research intends to 

analyse the voices of activists, and their network, in South Africa, with the 

intention to understand from a different perspective the formation of 

community-based adaptive capacities in the society.  

 

At the community level, there has been different actions that have been 

implemented in terms of climate change. Additionally, more and more, 

societies are becoming testimonies of how services are starting to collapse due 

to the effects of climate change (Hewett, 2019). This creates the importance of 

adopting different strategies that are already functioning in some places at the 

grassroot level.  

 

In the first Chapter of the study, the topic will be presented through the analysis 

of the problem; acknowledging the relevance of the study and the main 

objective for conducting it. Followed by the display of the research questions. 

Further, in Chapter 2 the researcher presents the Literature Review on climate 

change, resilience communities, activists’ networks and adaptive capacities 

and strategies. Continuing in Chapter 3, with the Theoretical and Analytical 

Framework. The section begins with the resilience theory proposed by Carl 

Folke in 2006 that was employed in the study. Then, the framework suggested 

by Fran H. Norris, Susan P. Stevens, Betty Pfefferbaum, Karen F. Wyche and 

Rose L. Pfefferbaum in 2007. The framework explains “Community 

 

1 According to the Cambridge Dictionary, an activist is a person who takes part in public 

activities in order to bring social change. (see: 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/activist)  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/activist
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Resilience as a Metaphor, Theory, Set of Capacities and Strategy for Disaster 

Readiness”.  

In Chapter 4, one can find the process and the tools that were used by the 

researcher. Conducting the research as a case study, it employed the method 

of semi-structured interviews, as well as, the analysis of secondary data, and 

the utilization of participant observation. In the same chapter, the ethical 

considerations, the limitations and delimitations of the study will be bestowed. 

Afterward, the results from the findings from all the data gathered, through the 

methodology previously mentioned, will be presented in Chapter 5.  

Followed by Chapter 6 with the analysis of the corresponding data. And lastly, 

the consummation of the Thesis, presented as the conclusion, in Chapter 7.  

In addition, there is a section for Appendixes, which includes a consent form, 

the questions of the semi-structured interviews, the secondary data provided 

by Dr. Anita Venter2 and media examples. Lastly, an Annex containing the 

story of how this Thesis was done; through the implementation of the 

‘Photovoice' method3. 

 

1.1 Research Topic 
 

The climate change debate has been taking place at the international arena for 

decades. To cite some examples, one can mention the Kyoto Protocol, the Paris 

Agreement, or the Sustainable Development Goals (UU.NN., 1998; 

UNFCCC(a), 2019; UNDP, 2019). 

And although most of the developing countries are addressing environmental 

issues (see World Bank, 2019; Wright and Nyberg, 2015). For instance, in 

Africa, the climate change issue has raised the public debate, where it “has 

 

2 Anita Venter is a South African activist and a lecturer at the University of the Free State. 

Co-founder of the Qala Phelang Tala (Start Living Green) initiative that focuses on projects 

related to implementation of radical regenerative building projects in vulnerable communities. 

For more information refer to: http://apps.ufs.ac.za/dl/staff/0732255/cv.pdf  
 

3 The method is explained in the Annex p.93 

http://apps.ufs.ac.za/dl/staff/0732255/cv.pdf
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assumed an important and rising status on the national political agenda” 

(Newell, 2014:260). To mention an example, one could look at the African 

Climate Business Plan (World Bank, 2018). As Africa has been catalogue “as 

the most vulnerable continent to climate variability and change” (Sing, Gyde 

Lund and Barr, 2018:182). And most of the reports from the World Bank, 

demonstrate that “erratic weather patterns, rising sea levels and swindling 

water supplies” are already problematic issues in Africa (2019; World Bank, 

2018; see also Head, 2019).  

At the same time, Newell (2014) recognizes that the impacts of climate change 

have been affecting the poorest communities, because they are more 

vulnerable to environmental changes.  

 

The following study analyses the narrative of the people who actually are 

suffering from the consequences of climate change effects, and that usually 

don’t have a say in the decision-making process (Kollmuss and Agyeman, 

2002:241). This will be made through the investigation of activists’ networks, 

that had been working with poor communities in South Africa, to enhance their 

current vulnerable situation.  

 

This study aims to understand the importance of looking at characteristics such 

as adaptation, resource dynamics, wellness and stress (Norris, et al, 2007). The 

study looked at climate change adaptability and resilience in different 

communities, “as climate change unfolds in the coming century” (Nigol Seo 

and Mendelsohn, 2008:10).  

In South Africa, different legal documents – including the Constitution- 

address the rights of the citizens to ensure well-being and health, through the 

assurance of the protection of the environment, which allows certain measures 

to secure the sustainable development of the country (Warnich, 2018). Thus, 

different programs have been launched in order to continue ensuring the rights 

of the population, while protecting the environment (Department of Science 

and Technology Republic of South Africa, 2010). 
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Nonetheless, Amnesty International, in its most recent report, has declared that 

“South Africa is already suffering at the hand of climate change. The Eastern 

Cape is drought-stricken, with empty dams and unprecedented water 

shortages” (2019:13-14).   

Thus, the importance of looking at SA, and how the scientific knowledge can 

be translated into strategies for communities’ hardship climate change effects.  

At the same time, the justification for emphasizing the study in Bloemfontein 

has to do with the notion that the case study in this city can be applied to many 

other cities in the world. Especially because it is the commercial capital of the 

Province of the Free State; consider a middle-income city, and located in the 

middle of the country (SA Places, 2019). Additionally, despite the 

government's effort to respond and adapt to the problematic of climate change, 

there is still a lack of knowledge from the population about the impacts of 

climate change (DESTEA). For instance, the media is addressing very 

contradictory perspectives; such as one from the local newspaper which cited 

the idea that “climate change is natural and mankind is not changing the 

climate in a dangerous way” (Xaba, 2015). Where simultaneously, and 

contrary to that statement, local activists are fomenting awareness of the 

climate crisis we are facing.  

 

1.2 Research Problem 
 

The ambiguity of action towards climate change, and the drastic events that 

are happening all over the world suggesting of a “climate breakdown” 

(Thunberg, 2019), are proving the urgency for innovation and demanding new 

strategies. Not only to adapt to the present and future situation, but also, to 

question our knowledge and belief system (Olazabal, Chiabai, Foudi, and 

Neumann, 2018) towards the topic of climate change.  

 

Adaptation to climate change “is a result of learning that has been ongoing 

amongst a range of actors networked across a range of scales” (Pelling., High, 
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Dearing and Smith, 2008:871). Further, different authors have been addressing 

the debate around the ability of networks to transform social structures and 

influence policies (Perkin and Court, 2005; Mendizabal, 2006). However, 

there isn’t enough empirical research about the network of activists which are 

working at the grassroot level. Neither, on their contribution in addressing 

social problems, for instance, at enhancing adaptive capacities towards climate 

change, in different communities.  

Therefore, the research problem suggests that there is not enough analysis 

about the activists’ networks that are building resilient communities. Neither, 

an analysis of their work, both at the local and international level, that is 

influencing the discourse in policy actions (Brown, 2014; Zommers and 

Alverson, 2018; Folke, 2006). Nevertheless, the link between the activists’ 

network and the communities in which they operate, could be an important 

partnership in order to build adaptive capacities and resilient societies.  

 

1.3 Research Objective 
 

Thus, the overall objective of the research is to be able to identify the different 

adaptive capacities, that the community in Bloemfontein possess in terms of 

coping with the consequences of climate change.   

The study intends to analyse this through the activity of an organic4 network 

of activists, who are working with climate change related issues, and their 

impact on community resilience strategies. As well as, the interaction between 

this network of activist and the community’s social behaviour, experiences and 

knowledge (Kuruppu and Liverman, 2011). 

More so, the outcome of the study will help to conclude, whether it is necessary 

to shift the policies, and start listening to other actors such as scientist and 

activist. Because, when one looks at the policies that have been created, most 

of the money spent is focused on institutions or physical infrastructures 

 

4 Referring to the concept that the network isn’t conform by a homogeneous group, but 

rather by different individuals and ideologies  
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(Pelling, High, Dearing and Smith, 2008), instead of in the education and 

capacitation of the population. 

 

This Thesis builds up on the academic and international debate on climate 

change’s adaptability outcomes. Through the perspectives of the activists that 

are working at the grassroot level, inspiring communities. 

The contribution of the research, will be adding to what it is already known 

about incorporating social networks, and especially activists’ networks, that 

are working towards framing resilient communities, and learning about the 

adaptive capacities that these communities already have.  

 

1.4 Research Questions 
 

Many authors suggest that research questions are the core of the qualitative 

method, and that those questions should be frame “in terms of social processes 

(how it happens) and understanding the meanings underlying what people say 

and do” (Taylor, Bogdan and DeVault, 2016:43). 

 

Therefore, the following research attempted to focus on these criteria, where 

the main research questions where:  

 

– In what ways does the problem-solving skills, and creativity of the 

community, support their adaptive capacities to climate change? 

– To what extent, do activists influence the adaptive capacities of the 

community? 

– What is the main source of information about climate change issues in 

the community? 

– What are the impacts of already formed social relationships- in terms 

of social participation, in environmental projects? 
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2 Literature Review 

 

In terms of the literature review in adaptation to climate change there are 

various perspectives. For instance, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) has produced several reports based on scientific evidence of 

the consequences of climate change. Despite the fact, that the reports have 

been addressing climate change and its consequences, since the 1990s; there 

has been substantial interest only in the past 20 years about the social basis of 

adaptation to climate change (see IPCC reports: https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/). 

 

Furthermore, Olazabal et al. explained that it is necessary to approach the topic 

from a cross-sectoral perspective, in order to enhance climate change 

adaptation (Olazabal, Chiabai, Foudi and Neumann, 2018; see also Thomas 

and Charles, 2013). 

There is a different kind of understanding of where and how does adaptive 

capacities are acquired (Chidanti-Malunga, 2011). At the same time, there is 

the questioning if communities can be categorized as resilient.  

Resulting, there is evidence in the literature that the social structures are 

essential for community-based adaptation, yet far-reaching hard to create 

(Pelling and High, 2005). Adding, that there is a considerably amount of 

money spend on the tangible areas of social structures. Thus, there is a 

questioning whether if focusing only on these physical infrastructures that are 

built in communities, could be a way of creating the soft network around 

societies, and that eventually could lead to an ecological and social change 

(Venter and McIntosch, 2018). 

For instance, the start-up Climate Smart Technology5 has been integrating 

various projects that address climate change, by incorporating adaptation and 

mitigation at the community level. Where some of their most interesting work 

 

5 For more information visit: http://www.climatesmarttech.com  

https://www.ipcc.ch/reports/
http://www.climatesmarttech.com/
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tries to bring together the aspects of dealing with responding to climate change 

through a social network.   

 

As mentioned before, there is a broad debate on climate change at the 

international level (Gibbs, 1998), and much of the literature implies that the 

awareness in climate change along with its causes and consequences, mostly 

correspond to the governments, corporations, and international leaders (Klein, 

2014). To cite some examples, one can look at the Kyoto Protocol, the Paris 

Agreement, Agenda 2030, and the many United Nations General Assembly’s 

meetings that are taking place every year between world leaders -trying to 

tackle the climate crisis (see UU.NN. ,1998: UN, 2018; UNFCCC(a), 2019). 

Despite the broad debate that has been happening at the international level, 

societies at the local and national level continue to be at risk and in vulnerable 

positions in respect to the negative effects of the increasing of the global 

carbon emissions (Nerlich, et al, 2010; Brooks, 2003). This is especially true 

in developing countries, highlighted in goal 13 of the Sustainable 

Development Goals, that states that “the poorest and most vulnerable people 

are being affected the most” (UN, 2018). 

 

In the view of Jones et al. (2019) the adaptive capacity of a community can be 

positively influenced by implementing supporting programs of disaster risk 

reduction, and social protection. For the purpose of this study, the concept of 

adaptive capacity, refers to “the ability of systems, institutions, humans, and 

other organisms to adjust to potential damage, to take advantage of 

opportunities, or to respond to consequences” (IPCC, 2014). 

Autonomous adaptation and resilience to climate change which ideally 

connotes to the adaptation of an individual's behaviour in regard to the 

perceived climate change, cannot sufficiently address the challenge of climate 

change in the world (Adams, Álvarez-Romero, Capon, Crowley, Dale, 

Kennard, Douglas and Pressey, 2017:57). The research asserts that it requires 

communities to come together to address the numerous challenges they face if 
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they are ideally avoiding the negative outcomes of climate change (Dale, 

Vella, Potts, Voyce, Stevenson, Cottrell, and Pert, 2016:28). What is more, the 

authors stated that even effective autonomous adaptation can hardly succeed 

and go far without it being integrated with community-based adaptation. 

Community-based adaptation influences individual adaptation resilience and 

decisions to climate change, through making it possible to share risk and at the 

same time diffuse information. For the fact that adaptation is in most cases 

specific to a certain location, the authors suggest that the best site for 

discussions and co-production of forecasts of the various approaches to be 

taken up by the individual members of the community are the local forums 

(Murphy, Tembo, Phiri, Yerokun, and Grummell, 2016:28). Thus, 

community-based adaptation and resilience made it possible for individual 

community members to identify the trends in their local climate and come up 

with effective adaptation strategies. 

 

Communication and information are pivotal in the adaptation process and 

relates to the incorporation of information concerning climate changes on a 

long-term basis that sets traditional disaster risk management from 

community-based adaptation (see del Mar Delgado-Serrano, Oteros-Rozas, 

Ruiz-Mallén, Calvo-Boyero, Ortiz-Guerrero, Escalante-Semerena, and 

Corbera, 2018:46). For community-based adaptation to be successful, it ought 

to incorporate local knowledge concerning risk management and 

environmental change based on previsions experiences and scientific 

knowledge. There is a need to collect and analyse data on a local level. More 

precisely, the co-production of knowledge between scientific departments and 

local communities makes it ideally possible to make supervision and 

evaluation of both environment and climate change (Murphy et al., 2016:29); 

which in recent years, we can see it fulfilled by non-governmental actors 

(Wright, Nyberg and Grant, 2012), such as activists. Besides, such actors, are 

reinforcing the concept of environmental justice, by focusing in the grassroots, 

and in the community’s voice (Schlosberg and Collins, 2014). 
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Further literature explains that both resilience and adaptation to climate change 

are highly influenced by community-based adaptation (Fazey, Carmen, 

Chapin III, Ross, Rao-Williams, Lyon, Connon, Searle, and Knox, 2018:38). 

In the text, the authors identified that there is an indisputably complex 

relationship between adaptation to climate change and social networks or 

capital. This is in agreement with a manifold of studies that have revealed that 

social networks have a great influence on the behaviours of people. The studies 

assert that the social networks are a source of a type of informal insurance 

subsequent to shocks, hence, social networks can potentially play a 

considerable role in enhancing the resilience of a person to climate change 

(Fazey et al., 2018:40). Nonetheless, some other studies posit that even though 

social networks ideally lead to the use of various adaptation approaches and 

strategies by a community, they have no significant influence or rather 

destructively influence espousal of others (Adams et al., 2017:59). Therefore, 

the study explicitly shows that the ways in which community-based adaptation 

is influenced by social capital is largely dependent on the nature of the 

measures of adaptation as well as the collective preferences or individual 

approaches of a community (Dale et al., 2016:34). 

 

Another research made it clear that there is just a manifold of challenges that 

poor people in developing countries face and these to a larger extent make the 

adaptation process and resilience more complicated (Nehama, Matavel, 

Hoguane, Menomussanga, Hoguane, Zacarias, and Lemos, 2016:59). For that 

matter, there is a need for community-based adaptation to integrate with 

disaster risk reduction, social protection and well as other ongoing 

development efforts (Chapman, Trott, Silka, Lickel, and Clayton, 2018:267). 

The integration in both implementation and planning must take into 

consideration elements of climate proofing couple with policies that are 

climate adaptive (Murphy et al., 2016:44). The failure to effectively integrate 

approaches for climate change adaptation, disaster risk management, social 

protection, and development may arguably lead to a contradictory replication 
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of efforts as well as depletion of the sporadic resources and inconsistent 

outcomes, to the worst (Nehama et al. 2016: 59). 

 

There are many other authors (see Peterson, 1999; Grothmann and Patt, 2005; 

Pahl-Wostl, 2009) that are confident that by studying the behaviour of 

societies (Gladwell, 2015), one can determine the essence of cognitive social-

constructed-learning. The intention, thus, was to conduct a study of the 

community in Bloemfontein, South Africa, to draw upon data about resilience 

measures towards climate change linked to the activists’ network that is 

working in the community. 

Heyd and Brooks, argue that the level of adaptation to climate change will, to 

a large extent, be dependent on the underlying cultural aspect (2009). Further 

research argues that another important aspect is whether the community would 

be willing to engage in voluntary mitigation of climate change, despite 

barriers, and adjust their lifestyles accordingly (Semenza et al, 2008:480).  

Consequently, the following study will provide the findings of the 

investigation and its analysis. And whether if this engagement was possible, 

by filling the gap in the literature about the lack of academic knowledge on the 

activist’s networks that are contributing to strengthen community resilience. 

 

3 Theoretical and Analytical Framework 

 

The orientation of the research was based on the resilience theory proposed by 

Carl Folke. This perspective emphasizes that social networks, among other 

processes such as adaptive capacity, institutional change and scenario 

visioning and building, amidst others, have repercussions in conceiving 

resilient communities (Folke, 2006). 

According to the author, resilience theory is “concerned with how to persist 

through continuous development in the face of change” (Folke, 2006:260). In 

that sense, resilience is not only viewed as change counteraction, but as 
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rehabilitation of the system itself (Zommers and Alverson, 2018).  Further, the 

argument stresses that “disturbance is part of development, and that periods of 

gradual change and periods of rapid transitions coexist and complement one 

another” (Folke, 2006:258).  

 

Further, to structure the data, the researcher applied the framework that 

proposes Community Resilience as a Metaphor, Theory, Set of Capacities, and 

Strategy for Disaster Readiness. Such framework presented by Norris, F.H., 

Stevens, S.P., Pfefferbaum, B., Wyche, K.F. and Pfefferbaum, R.L., consists 

in the idea that “resilience rests on both the resources themselves and the 

dynamic attributes of those resources” (Norris, et al, 2007:135).  

The framework is designed with four main pillars, which are: social capital, 

community competence, information and communication and economic 

development. At the same time, each pillar has categories that, all as a whole, 

describe a set of networked adaptive capacities.  

 

 

Resilience Model, as a set of networked adaptive capacities.  

- Image taken from Norris, et al., 2007:136  
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The framework proposed by Norris et al. was employed to structure the 

findings of the present study. The researcher decided to make use of the 

resilience model that the authors proposed as a set of networked adaptive 

capacities, with the aim of categorizing the results, and being able to draw 

tendencies from the findings. On account of, an according to the authors, from 

these adaptive capacities is where community resilience emerges. 

 

Correspondingly, the data was organized in the four pillars that the resilience 

model proposed. Acknowledging that each category, includes several other 

sections that were recognized when the data was gathered.  

The first category of the resilience is label social capital. Robert Putnam 

acknowledge this concept with the importance of social networks (see Putnam, 

2017). And according to Mikkelsen, social capital can be identified “as the 

institutions, relationships, attitudes and values that govern interactions among 

people and contribute to economic and social development” (2005:248-249). 

Next in order, is the category of community competence. The term refers to the 

effective problem-solving capacity of a community (Mosby’s Medical 

Dictionary, 2009). And its skill to collectively act “in the face of 

environmental threats” (Norris, et al, 2007:141). 

Following, is the category of information and communication. According to 

Norris, et al. it is almost as important to have the information, as well as “that 

the sender of the information can be trusted” (2007:140). Consequently, this 

category focus on the sources of information and their capacity to correctly 

inform to the society. To finally address the category of economic 

development. This category aims to determine which are the resources that the 

community in study possess, and how well those resources are distributed. 

Because as the authors of the framework suggested “poor communities not 

only are at greater risk for death and severe damage, but they often are less 

successful in mobilizing support after disasters” (Norris, et al, 2007:137). 
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4 Methodology: The process behind acquaintances  

 

The research was carried out using the qualitative data collection method; 

acknowledging the fact that data may not be straightforward for analysis 

(Bryman, 2012: 565).  

The logic if inquiry of this study is abductive, because it relied on the 

perspective of the participants of the study, in order to “ground a theoretical 

understanding” (Bryman, 2012:401). Moreover, as Bryman states “arriving at 

a social scientific account must not lose touch with the world as it is seen by 

those whose voices provided the data” (2012:401). 

 

According to Creswell “qualitative researchers typically gather multiple forms 

of data, such as interviews, observations, documents, and audio-visual 

information rather than relying on a single data source (Creswell, 2014:234) 

 

The research was conducted as a field study in the capital of the province of 

the Free State in South Africa: Bloemfontein. 

The field study was mainly based in semi-structured interviews; although 

secondary data and participant observation were used as well. 

The primary reason for the use of the interviews with semi-structured 

questions was to ensure that information about individual experiences of the 

participants was collected. This enabled the researcher to analyse the 

fundamental reasons behind individual behaviour and attitudes towards 

adaptive strategies to climate change. In the same way, “qualitative research 

is especially useful when the researcher does not know the important variables 

to examine” (Creswell, 2014:50). On account of that, information about social-

constructed behaviour towards the adaptability capacity of communities 

around climate change is still scanty, and for that matter, the use of qualitative 

research for construction and understanding of the responses was the best 

alternative to the attainment of a wide array of knowledge. 
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The method allowed the participants to raise their own opinions and views 

about the issue at hand, which condone at the same time, that they could 

participate in the decision-making process of the interview. 

As Nerlich et al. assert, even though qualitative studies on public beliefs and 

perceptions may not dictate which particular policy initiatives could work in 

practice, they, draw lines on what has higher chances of being accepted by the 

citizens, and more importantly both the reasons for and against (2010:11). 

 

The study was conducted with the aim to allow participants to take part in it. 

Thus, this study, drew in part on the principles of participant research; which 

according to Kemmis and McTaggart (2007:273) have three main 

components: 

1. Shared ownership of research projects 

2. Community-based analysis of social problems 

3. Orientation toward community action 

 

Regarding this Thesis, it was very difficult to focus on the three aspects that 

Kemmis and McTaggart described, especially because the study was 

exclusively a Master Thesis – which has to be the independent work of the 

student.  This doesn’t allow much space for share the ownership of the project. 

Further, even that an analysis of a social problem was carried out, it didn’t 

bring about community action as an outcome.  

Therefore, the researcher clarifies that the implementation of the participant 

research was handled only as a principle to take in consideration for the study. 

For instance, it was a very useful when listening to the participants, shared 

their knowledge and experiences, which at the same time, created a space for 

conversation about the research.  
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4.1 Case study 
 

Case studies are “in depth analysis of a program, event, activity, process, or 

one or more individuals” (Creswell, 2014:43). For the purpose of this research, 

the case study was the best method to implement because it allowed a profound 

investigation of the processes related to what activists are doing in different 

communities, and the impact that those actions have in building resilient 

communities. Likewise, this “detailed examination… may be generalizable to 

other events” (George and Bennett, 2004:5). In addition, Flyvbjerg concludes 

that as the same manner one can “generalize from a single case… it is not the 

“only way to work” (Flyvbjerg, 2006:225). 

The decision of employing a case study had to do also with the availability of 

time that the researcher had, during the data collection. And the apprehension 

of gathering the most detailed information (Stake, 1995; Yin, 2012) as 

possible. Bryman (2012) outlines in his text about Social Research Methods, 

five different types of case studies – according to Yin (2009). These types that 

the author described are: the ‘critical case’, the ‘extreme or unique case’, the 

‘representative or typical case’, the ‘revelatory case’, and the ‘longitudinal 

case’. Accordingly, this Thesis was based on the ‘representative or typical 

case’, which Bryman defined as an “exemplifying case” … because this type 

of case “allow the researcher to examine key social processes” (Bryman, 

2012:70).  

 

4.1.1 Semi-structured Interviews 

 

For the purpose of gathering “descriptions of the lived world of the 

interviewees with respect to interpretations of the meaning of the described 

phenomena” (Mikkelsen, 2005:174) the researcher decided to employ the 

qualitative method of semi-structured interviews. 

The semi-structured interviews, were asked to activists that are currently living 

in Bloemfontein. The selection of the interviewers was made through the 
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snowballing sampling method. The snowball sampling method (see Taylor, 

Bogdan, and DeVault, 2016:108) was implemented as a resource to expand 

the number of participants. It was possible by following the activists’ network; 

which started with a professor at the University of the Free State6, whom 

appointed to Dr. Anita Venter – who has an extensive trajectory on 

community-based field work. 

The criteria for the selection of the participants was that the interviewers 

should be women and men who are South African nationals, and live in 

Bloemfontein. The participants were between 21 and 55 years old. And most 

importantly, are considered as activists in their community.  

 

As Taylor, Bogdan and DeVault suggest, it is almost as important to know 

what not to ask as to know what will be good to ask (2016:73). Within that 

statement, the semi-structured interviews were conducted with the aim to 

obtain important data about perceptible behaviour of what people say and do.  

 

Subsequently, the questions were divided as follows:  

First, some background questions were asked in order to get to know the 

participants, and their knowledge about climate change and its consequences. 

Further, the questions were administered following the framework -mentioned 

before in Chapter 3. Starting with the topic of social capital, which concerned 

questions regarding their perspective about climate change, and whether or not 

if they felt there was any form of social support to encounter the problem. 

Also, if the government was helping at all with the issue. And if they could 

identify any informal ties within the community that were creating linkages 

and cooperation that were helping to create adaptive capacities. Along with 

questions regarding if there were any leaders that were proposing solutions, 

and what was the expectation for these leaders.  

 

6 The name of the professor is maintained anonymous for ethical considerations.  
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Then, questions for community competence were asked. In this section, the 

researcher asked the participants if confidence between the community was 

necessary to enhance community action; that would lead to generate any 

problem-solving-skills. And if there was any critical reflections or creative 

actions from the community, that they could be described, after experiencing 

natural disasters, or any other consequence of climate change.  

Continuing with the section of information and communication. In this part, 

the researcher asked where does the participants get their news; both national 

and international. And if they considered these sources reliable. Besides, the 

questions addressed the quest of whether these sources discuss climate change 

issues; and if so, if the sources addressed the topic when something had already 

occurred, or if it was as a manner of prevention. Further, the participants were 

asked if they considered that Bloemfontein (both the people and the 

infrastructure) were prepared for a climate crisis. And in that case, of a climate 

crisis, what would the reaction of the community would be? 

Lastly, economic development was covered. In this section, the questions were 

directed more to what the participants perceived in terms of the equity of the 

distribution of the resources. And if the government had the appropriate 

resources to confront a climate crisis. The, the participants were interrogated 

about the readiness of the community and how well prepared they were in 

terms of risk and vulnerability to hazards. And what would the participant have 

considered as an alternative to their previous response.  

In addition, some lasts questions were request, focusing more in getting to 

know if there was any trustworthy network that the participants could 

recognize in their communities. As well as, if these social networks were 

complementing to create a resilient community.  

Furthermore, the researcher asked if the participants could describe the 

activities related to climate change, in which they have been involved. And 

how they have been helping the society.  

To finally asked, if they would like to add something else for the enrichment 

of the study.  
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The estimated time for each interview was about 35 minutes. But each case 

was different, depending on how much the participants wanted to share. 

Spending in some cases, until 90 minutes. Terminating with, very deep, five 

semi-structured interviews. 

At the end of each interview, a space to ask questions back to the researcher 

was concede. Where most of the participants took this opportunity to inquire 

about the experience of the researcher during this study. But also, to ask for 

future collaboration on the environmental safeguard. 

 

4.1.2 Secondary Data 

 

In her book, Mikkelsen, argues that the review of secondary data – such as 

reports and other documents, are part of the participant methods (2005:63). In 

that sense, the researcher decided to use this tool in order to be able to gather 

a greater amount of data. Moreover, the use of secondary data provided very 

rich findings for the study. For instance, it allowed that the researcher could 

validate the results from the semi-structured interviews, with data that was 

already presented and available in South Africa. 

 

The main source of the secondary data was provided by Dr. Anita Venter. She 

provided 5 interviews that her team conducted in 2018. The interviews were 

made to individuals that participated in the eco-building training program from 

the ‘Qala Pheland Tala’. Start living Green7 (Venter, Marais and Morgan, 

2019; McIntosh, 2017). This information contributed with key indicators 

about the climate change situation in the community, and the awareness 

towards the issue. As Taylor, Bogdan and DeVault (2016) acknowledge, this 

work with the stories told in the interviews, produce narratives that are very 

important to analyse. 

 

7 See also https://www.facebook.com/Qala1Tala/  

https://www.facebook.com/Qala1Tala/
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Moreover, the researcher decided to utilize only the parts of the interviews 

where climate change issues were discussed: such as environment, pollution, 

contamination, lack of basic needs, water, natural disasters and weather.  

Coupled with the secondary data, the use of videos [from Vimeo]8 were 

participants shared their points of view about climate change, by analysing the 

eco-building project, were also considered for the analysis.  

Further, other forms of information were taken into account for the study, 

specifically from newspapers, both local and national – from South Africa. As 

well as, from the local radio, which as Taylor, Bogdan and DeVault (2016) 

described, have provided an important source of data. 

 

4.1.3 Participant Observation 

 

During the field work, the researcher decided to conduct participant 

observation as another form of gathering the data. Both physical and online.  

The main reason for that decision, was that the researcher realized that it would 

have been almost impossible to access to the communities, and especially to 

talk to individuals, if the researcher wasn’t taking part in their daily-life 

activities. Thus, as suggested by Jorgensen, participant observation “is a 

strategy for gaining access to otherwise inaccessible dimensions of human life 

and experiences” (1989:23). 

 

One of the key elements of collecting data in this way is to observe 

participants’ behaviours during their engagement in activities (Creswell, 

2014:48). With the characteristics that the researcher will be viewed as an 

insider, which allows access to a different knowledge; that is the fundamental 

reality to be described by participant observation (Jorgensen, 1989). Likewise, 

Jorgensen clarifies that “taking the role of a participant provides the researcher 

with a means of conducting fairly unobtrusive observations (1989:16). 

 

8 Access to the videos can be through the following link:  

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6001503  

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6001503
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The line of inquiry of the method benefited the case study by providing 

information on what individuals did or say in their daily life. Which 

contributed, at the same time, to make the most of whatever opportunities were 

presented at each moment. On account of that “the methodology is very helpful 

when studying processes” (Jorgensen, 1989:12). However, it is important to 

understand that the process isn’t completely define, and that it will require 

flexibility in order to be able to identify the key problem. As well as, 

convenient measures when collecting and analysing the data (Jorgensen, 

1989:18). For that reason, the researcher took place in many volunteering 

activities, which allowed a different dynamic and to be part of the community– 

as a friend and equal individual, rather as the researcher.  

 

Moreover, the researcher made use of field notes. The notes were carried out 

in a research journal that according to Taylor, Bogdan and DeVault this can 

include notes on events happening while the field work is taking place, 

informal conversations, emotions or any possible feelings that were described 

and felt, observations from the researcher, and even descriptions of the 

individuals (2016: 78-89). 

 

4.2 Ethical Considerations 
 

Hendrix introduced The Streetlight Effect in 2017, referring to the negative 

outcomes that can emerge from researchers going to Africa to investigate and 

to do field research. He argues that researchers must be aware of not falling in 

the dilemma of focusing only on some aspects of the research; that is to say 

the aspects of which the researcher might have a bigger interest, with a 

westernized influenced perception.  

Following this perspective, the researcher prepared before the field trip to 

South Africa – acknowledging the necessity to explore its culture, traditions, 
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and ideologies; with the purpose to be more understanding with the 

participants.  

 

Likewise, the researcher was aware that conducting a field study would 

require, as Mikkelsen states “formalized codes of ethics” (2005:325). For the 

purpose of this study, guidance was provided by the researcher’s supervisor 

Chris High based on the norms of Linnaeus University. 

 

Conducting interviews with participants about their daily behaviour, activities 

and social networks can be catalogued as a sensible subject for some 

individuals. Considering that “development work and research have far-

reaching ethical implications, stemming from interventions in social and 

cultural processes” (Mikkelsen, 2005:342). For that matter, the researcher 

informed the interviewers (before the interview took place), that they weren’t 

obligated to respond to the questions that they could consider inappropriate; 

and also, that they could stop the interview at any time if needed. Additionally, 

an informed consent form was provided to each of the participants, with all 

information regarding the study -the purpose, procedures, possible risks and 

benefits. As well as the contact information, in case they would need to contact 

the researcher or her supervisor. The consent form also addressed the issue of 

confidentiality, where the participants could remain anonymous, if it was their 

decision. When the researcher employed the use of voice recorders, explicit 

participants consent was sought. 

Additionally, the researcher consulted the ethics checklist provided by Patton 

(2002), which consider the following points – as presented in Methods for 

Development Work and Research (Mikkelsen, 2005:342):  

1. Explaining purpose 

2. Promises and reciprocity 

3. Risks assessment 

4. Confidentiality 

5. Informed consent 
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6. Data access and ownership 

7. Interviewer needs for debriefing 

8. Confidant and advisor 

9. Data collection boundaries 

10. Ethical vs legal 

11. Permission to undertake research 

 

4.3 (De)Limitations 
 

The research was delimited in a period of six weeks – from the beginning of 

April, 2019 until mid-May, 2019. The researcher travelled to South Africa, 

where she was established in Bloemfontein, where the field work took place. 

 

One of the limitations that this study encounter was the situation in which 

South Africa was at that period of time. The researcher arrived in a short time 

prior to the national elections, which affected the security situation locally.  

Originally, the main idea of the study was to analyse the adaptive capacities to 

CC and the relation between the activist network in a township9, but this 

required adjustment. The focus of the case study was shifted to Bloemfontein 

as a whole because of the reduced opportunity for access to the township. 

Nevertheless, the case study was based on the activist network and the 

connections they had with the communities they have been working with. 

 

Considering, that the researcher is a foreigner, and has never been before to 

South Africa, a relation with the University of the Free State (UFS) was 

necessarily, in order to establish contact with the main participants of the 

study. It was also, at the UFS where the researcher was able to have a space 

for working [writing] in a quiet and comfortable space.  

 

9A creation of the apartheid system and its predecessor regimes of white rule. (For more 

information consult the International Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioural Sciences. 

Available at: http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/files/Bond%20Townships.pdf  

http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/files/Bond%20Townships.pdf
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As the study was mostly based on interviews, another limitation that the 

researcher faced was the manner to approach the community to successfully 

capture the confidence of each member, in order for them to be comfortable 

and share information freely. Nevertheless, most of the participants were very 

happy to contribute and share their opinions openly.  

The researcher will take this opportunity to clarify that the interviews that were 

conducted cannot address the opinion of the entire South Africa, not even the 

whole population of Bloemfontein. Even though, the sample group provided 

very rich answers and opinions, it was based on only 5 semi-structured 

interviews and 5 secondary interviews, and therefore can’t be considered 

representative. The conclusions of the analysis only correspond to the sample 

group; and shouldn’t be interpreted as more than indicative of some of the 

views that are present in Bloemfontein.   

 

Preceding the field trip, the researcher acknowledged the aspect of 

communication being as a possible problem. Because the effectiveness of that 

communication will be dependent on other factors, as Nerlich et al. pointed 

out (2010). The intention of having a translator was considered; even though 

some of the content might have been lost in that translation. Propitiously, the 

language barrier wasn’t a problem – because all the participants spoke English. 

And even, the secondary data provided by Dr. Venter, was translated from 

Sesotho10 to English.   

 

 

 

 

10 Southern Sesotho is a Bantu language that originates from the Bantu-Nguni era.   

 More information available at:  https://www.sa-venues.com/language-southern-sesotho.htm  

 

https://www.sa-venues.com/language-southern-sesotho.htm
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5 Results: Gleaned Findings 

 

This Chapter presents the findings that the researcher encountered during the 

conducted study, in Bloemfontein. Taking in consideration what Wolcott 

illustrates by stating that “all research is based on observational data” 

(2009:73). The findings that will be presented in this chapter came from three 

different gathering methods, as previously stated in the methodology. The 

presentation of the results will begin with the information collected from the 

five semi-structured interviews, conducted to activists from Bloemfontein. 

Followed by another section were the secondary data, including the five 

interviews provided by Dr. Anita Venter, that were conducted to participants 

of the eco-building program. As well as, the videos where the participants 

narrate their own stories. Along with these, different sources of information 

such as media and newspapers, will be illustrated. The final section describes 

the participant observation method that was implemented by the researcher.  

 

5.1 Semi-structured interviews 

 

Five semi-structured interviews were conducted by the researcher to three 

women and two men that are considered as activists. This suggests that the 

interviewers are engaged in actions, in their community, that aim to change 

the current status quo, so the community’s situation improves. The researcher 

decided to maintain all of the participants anonymous for the purpose of this 

chapter and in alliance with the ethical considerations of the study. Therefore, 

the coding scheme for the presentation of the results will be represented from 

i1 to i5 correspondingly.  

 

5.1.1 Social Capital 
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To commence, some personal questions were asked in order to get to know the 

participants. After, the questions were directed to the participant’s 

background, were they were able to present and address in which state would 

they categorize the current situation about climate change in their community, 

and if there was any perceived or received social support that was helping to 

ameliorate the situation. Further, this category also addressed any formal or 

informal ties that the participant could observed. 

Additionally, questions regarding if the government was helping to alleviate 

the consequences of climate change, and if not, what would they expect from 

the government then. And finally, if the interviewers could identify any other 

forms of leaders in the community that were cooperating with alternatives to 

adapt to the effects of climate change.  

 

The first participant, i1, described that the community indeed has a problem 

related to climate change. Where i1 stated that a “lot of pollution could be seen 

in the river” – which enhance to contaminate the water, and could lead to a lot 

of health complications. Adding that the main obstacle is the “lack of 

education and awareness in schools”. Specifying that not every household 

could be blamed; but also, the municipality, which isn’t taking responsibility 

to clean the areas or to “distribute free and clean water to the population”. 

Besides, i1 identified that there are some forms of organization that are 

preoccupied with the effects of climate change, like groups at the UFS, and 

different NGOs.  

 

Participant i2 shared that he came from a very poor community, where people 

used to litter everywhere “without knowing the damage”. Also, i2 analysed 

that young people usually know better about the causes and consequences of 

climate change, but that usually ignore it. Even though they could identify the 

issue, they are frustrated about “bigger problems” such as the lack of jobs or 

basic needs. Then, i2 described that the government isn’t doing enough; but if 
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you are lucky enough to go to University you will be able to learn there – from 

different people or NGOs that are working on issues related to climate change.  

 

The interviewer i3 was very clear since the first moment that there is a lack of 

awareness about climate change in general, but especially “in academia” – 

even though i3 didn’t feel identify with this perspective itself. Further, i3 

explained that we need to take in consideration the “elders’ perspectives” 

about how to treat our environment. Adding that the government is helping to 

some extent “in the policy, but not in the implementation”. When the 

researcher asked i3 if there were any forms of organization or leaders 

preoccupied about climate change, i3 stated that indeed a lot of students at the 

university were engaging with the issue – inspiring a lot of people and creating 

very good programs to contribute to solve the problem. 

 

Participant i4, couldn’t identify with the perspective of the community towards 

climate change. Because i4 described that there was no awareness about the 

issue, and even if the community could identify that there was a problem, most 

of them – as i4 shared - were only preoccupied if it started to “affect their 

health or their individual lifestyle”. Additionally, i4 shared that the 

government isn’t really educating the society, or even working to alleviate the 

issue. On the contrary, i4, recognized that the UFS is encouraging the 

community by introducing different programs related to “cleaning up the 

garbage, agriculture, and food programs- such as the vegetable garden”, which 

i4 identified as leaders that are doing something to contribute solve the CC 

problem. Because as i4 explained, that is what an activist should be doing, 

“you see something wrong and you do something out of your own capacity”. 

 

Lastly, i5, acknowledged that he first recognized about climate change when 

realizing that one couldn’t “see the stars” in the city because of the pollution. 

Therefore, i5 started to get informed about the issue of climate change by 

watching videos or movies that addressed the topic. By doing so, i5 realized 
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that indeed there was a problem in the community related to climate change – 

and the “need for implementation strategies now.'' Also, i5 stated that even 

though a lot of small projects started to appear – that were promoting solutions 

regarding climate change effects, the government wasn’t “supporting the 

initiatives”.  

   

5.1.2 Community Competence 

 

Continuing with the interview in question number eight, participant i1 

responded that the most important part about the problem had to do with 

exposing the community to the problem. Because even though people had 

experienced before “floods or big rains”, they can’t associate it with climate 

change, because they aren’t “educated enough” to know.  

Further, i1 gave some examples of how the neighbours helped each other. 

However, shared that in general, people don’t care. There was “one time where 

a big flood even took a taxi into the water, because people won’t care about 

the warnings and they continue driving –putting peoples’ lives at risk”. 

Nevertheless, i1 told that within this, one can recognize some creative actions. 

For instance, in some places people are creating jewellery out of recycling 

materials; and some metal ornaments too. 

 

Participant i2 was very clear to answer that the community should be as 

responsible as the government in taking action about climate change. But also, 

i2 stated that it is very important for the community to work together and to 

have confidence in each other. For example, in a flood, an individual “can play 

an essential role, but you can’t do it alone”. One different that i2 identifies, is 

that people act differently in a city than in a village or than in the informal 

human settlement. But generally, i2 realized that people tend to take care of 

each other. Also, i2 described that some people have vegetable gardens in their 

houses, and that people are developing different creative manners to cope with 
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the effects of climate change. But i2 suggested that is “better to prevent”, and 

that education could be the best way to do it.  

 

The interviewer i3 had a different point of view regarding this section. i3 

suggested that instead of blaming either the government or the community, 

they should “rather complement each other, in programs that enhances what 

has already been done”. At the same time, i3 explained that it is important that 

the members of the community trust themselves, but that “each community is 

different”. And that sometimes, when a natural disaster comes – like the floods 

from February till May of 2019 - they are rather in “survival mode”.  

Further, i3 agrees that when this kind of situation happens, the community get 

“angry at the politicians”. Therefore, i3 can’t identify any problem-solving 

skills, because “they don’t associate the issue to climate change”.  

Although, i3 clarifies that there are some creative actions that are taking place, 

such as the housing program ‘Start Living Green’. But that the main issue is 

the necessity of a mind shift, because “people want to be part of the program, 

but they don’t want to build”.  

 

Participant i4 started this category by referring that “South Africa was once 

the highest welfare country”, therefore i4 expected some action from the 

community engaging in pro-environmental activities. But also, i4 recognized 

that it isn’t easy to mobilize people.  

Furthermore, the participant i4 described that it is important for people to have 

a “sense of belonging”. Especially in a divided nation as SA once was, in order 

to have a culture of bringing everyone together.  

i4 explained that despite the fact that climate change effects “affect the poor” 

most likely, people tend to help each other – they “donate food or help other 

communities with rebuilding their houses”.  

 

In this category, participant i5 suggested that “communities should engage in 

projects that already exists”. Referring that taking action and participating 
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could lead to a lot of problem-solving outcomes. On the other hand, i5 

explained that for this to happen, there has to be trust in the community – but 

most importantly, they have to see how they will benefit from this, because if 

not, “they won’t participate.'' 

Participant i5 told that a lot of changes in the climate has been manifesting 

lately. And that one could see how strong the wind was now a days, because 

it even has taken the roof out of some houses. Likewise, there has been 

“continually floods, and also fires – which ruins people’s agriculture and 

houses”. But a bigger problem, claims i5, is that people “don’t know the core 

reason for it to happen – and they don’t care about it either because of a lack 

of education”. More so, i5 couldn’t identify creative actions of the community, 

because i5 suggested that there is no hope in many poor communities “because 

the environment is depressing them”, explaining that there are no jobs – 

therefore, people are very dependent on the government.  

 

5.1.3 Information and Communication 

 

Next in category came the questions about where do they usually get the news 

from both internationally or nationally. 

Thus, participant i1 responded that usually from the T.V. or the personal cell- 

phone. Adding that most of SA news doesn’t address climate change issues, 

unless they are associated with a social catastrophe – like the “health issues in 

some mining towns”.  

Participant i1 stated that for the information to be truthful, there has to be a lot 

of people following it, especially on social media.  

However, i1 told that even though the news could inform the population when 

a disaster could occur, “nobody listens, until it has happened already.''  

 

Participant i2 had a very similar answer to the previous participant. Describing 

that the cell-phone and social media, both national and international, were the 

main sources of information – adding the radio to the answer.  
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On the contrary, participant i2 stated that the sources were very truthful – when 

addressing climate change- because indeed disasters ‘had happened before”. 

Adding that, of course, it will depend on the media; but sadly, they only inform 

when the disaster “already happened”. Further, i2 recalled that the reaction of 

the community usually will be of protecting family and neighbours – were 

“they will at least move” from the place of the disaster.  

Additionally, i2 specified that Bloemfontein isn’t prepared enough for a 

climate crisis – especially because “people are having housing problems”. 

 

In this category, i3 explained that because of its participation in various 

activists’ organizations, important information at an “international level” is 

always shared. Couple with it, social media plays an important role for i3. 

Further, i3 stated that this are trusted sources of information, because they 

came from academia networks, and contacts that i3 made since 2012.  

Participant i3 also explained that “before anything was informed at the national 

level” but that more and more, “humanitarian and climate change issues” had 

been addressed. i3 also informed that the city is ‘totally unprepared” in terms 

of skills or infrastructure. Giving examples such as the “rubbish blocking the 

drains, so when a storm comes it propitiation floods”. Recalling that there are 

more “resilient skills in the townships” that people should learn from. 

Finally, the participant i3, suggest that the reactions of the community when 

the media informs that a natural disaster will occur – will be more about 

blaming the government. 

 

Similarly, i4 answered that social media -specifying Facebook- was the main 

source of information. And that it was trustworthy. However, i4 responded that 

only “when something happened” these sources addressed climate change.  

Further, i4 described that mainly the “suburban areas” were prepared for a 

climate crisis – in contrast with the “informal areas that weren’t”. Nonetheless, 

i4 sees an “opportunity for innovation and creativity” in these parts that aren’t 

that prepare – because they can rebuild from zero.  
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Lastly, i4 suggested that even if the media informed on time about a hazard 

that could occur, “people won’t listen to the media”.  

 

To finalize this category, i5 explained that usually gets the national and 

international news from online articles and from the radio. Suggesting that 

those are trustworthy sources of information because they are “big companies 

like BBC or CNN”. However, “the just tell the story” instead of really 

addressing in climate change issues.  

Besides, i5 answered that Bloemfontein isn’t prepared for a climate crisis. And 

that the media only informs the population “when it already happened”. 

Suggesting that the reaction of the community to this news, is generally of 

being “very shocked”. Participant i5 added that in this case, i5 tends “to do 

more research” because i5 gets very interest about the topic.  

 

5.1.4 Economic Development 

 

Following with question number sixteen, participant i1 specified that 

Bloemfontein isn’t prepare in terms of risk and vulnerability to hazards. 

Especially because “nobody takes it seriously,'' referring to climate change. 

Adding that the poor inhabitants are the most affected ones.  

However, i1 told that indeed “there are resources” to address the climate crisis, 

but that there is a “lack of knowledge” especially within the officials (referring 

to the government). 

To conclude the interview, i1 described the activities in which he has been 

involved to combat climate change. Some of these activities include picking 

up garbage and educating the children about pollution.  

Nonetheless, i1 clarified that in order to build a strong social network that 

really contributes to alleviate the climate change problems – “the municipality 

should be worried about the environment” and people will start to follow that. 

i1 explained that everyone in the community “has a very strong political 
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inclination, so, are very eager to join and make their voices heard”, but they 

won’t act “until something catastrophic happens”. Therefore, i1 suggested that 

it is important that the community leaders are able to draw a strategic plan for 

a longer term. Because not many people are aware of the environmental 

problems, and it is scary”. 

 

Continuing, participant i2 also acknowledged the fact that the city is in a 

position of vulnerability towards climate change. Along with the perspective 

that the population is always “expecting something from the government”.  

However, i2 saw an alternative. For instance, i2 has participated in many 

activities that intent to reduce the negative effects of climate change. For 

example, there was a campaign where they have to collect papers in the 

community and then recycle them. Also, taking part in the “recycling truck on 

campus”, shares i2. However, i2 suggested that is “better to prevent than 

helping each other, because if not this is going to continue the same”; because 

people “lack knowledge about climate change”.  

Further, i2 explained that it should be necessary that the social networks that 

already exist in the community could promote activities that “will benefit the 

community”. For example, participant i2 mentioned that in the location11 

“young people tend to ignore the problem because they are frustrated about 

their situation in life”. Proposing that would be good to give something like an 

incentive, for example to hire young people and pay them something like the 

“basic salary” for activities like collecting garbage and recycling it.  

 

Next interviewer, i3, told that “Bloemfontein is so unprepared, and very 

vulnerable and at risk. And people don’t know what to do”. Also, i3 explained 

that probably the reach people would emigrate, if a catastrophe occurs, but the 

poor mostly “will rebuild their shacks”.  

 

11 Another name to describe a Township.  
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On the other hand, i3 explained that authorities and people with authority need 

to intervene. For instance, i3 declared that “the university must step up – and 

starting to teach about climate change”. Even suggesting the urge to change 

the modules; because if the academia takes it seriously -the climate change 

problem- politicians will start to do the same. An example that i3 described, 

was that “the recipes” will continue to be the same, for building codes, for 

agriculture, for constructing roads, for growth and production… “if the 

academia continues to teach the youth the same methods”. Explaining that 

“academia is one of the root causes for people not believing in climate 

change”. In spite of that, i3 explained that the doers and the spokespersons of 

the community “can combine forces” in order to build a truthful social 

network, and stronger relations within the community. Participant i3, gave an 

example of one of the areas where one woman was volunteering in the eco-

building program, and transformed her shack into an ecological house. 

However, even though her neighbours don’t want to build their own house, 

when a storm comes – they run to this woman’s house and “find shelter there”, 

and that must make their community relations stronger.  

Likewise, i3 explained that the same happens with water sanitation, or food 

storage – adding that the majority of the poor people already know what to do. 

Which, again, proves their own resilient strategies. “People are already in this 

‘resiliency’ mind frame”, i3 stated. But that it is a very unexplored area – and 

the people in this poor communities won’t understand if someone talks about 

the word ‘resilience’; but the reality is that it has always been their way of life.  

 

Subsequent, participant i4, also recognized that people will blame the 

government for what the climate change is causing to their lifestyle. And 

explained that the alternative to truly address the climate crisis will be to “rely 

on the community”. For instance, i4 described that there are so many initiatives 

that the youth are creating, so the government is starting to support and found 

them; and that kind of actions, “empower the youth”.  
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One interesting example about community action in climate change issues and 

development simultaneously, is the ‘Sustainable Housing Program’ said i4. 

Which consist in “cleaning the environment by collecting ground pollution, 

and out of that build a sustainable house that can fight the harsh conditions of 

the weather”. Which shows that there are strategies to counteract risks and 

vulnerability caused by climate change. 

Further, i4 recognized the importance of having truthful networks in the 

community; recalling that communities rely on ‘community leaders’ that will 

inform them – because that would be a “person that they respect and trust”. 

Then, i4 recalled to the concept of Ubuntu, emphasizing “nothing about us 

without us”, to describe the culture where “a person is a person by the other 

person”. Describing that this native concept, tends “to build strong relations”.  

  

Lastly, participant i5 commented that “there isn’t really much that has been 

done” to protect communities that are more vulnerable to the risks of climate 

change. And i5 explained that it is “a matter of understanding”. 

Further, i5 recognized that the alternative to reduce the vulnerability of this 

community relies on the alliances between private companies, small business 

and NGOs, “alienating their goals”, in order to implement strategies in a fair 

matter to give back to society. Adding that it “can’t be done without the 

assistance of the government – because everyone is trying to do good but no 

one is connecting”. 

Furthermore, participant i5 had taken part in a lot of social-entrepreneurial 

projects, that are working towards to enhance communities to work together 

to handle the climate crisis – but “then once they see that there isn’t support, 

they don’t continue”. However, i5 stated that social media has been playing a 

very big role in SA developing social networks that are sharing information 

about the bad distribution of the resources and diverse problems related to the 

environment. And more and more, one can find examples of communities that 

are becoming more resilient.  
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5.2 Secondary data 

 

Continuing with the findings, in this section, the researcher presents the 

relevant parts -for this study- of the interviews that were made to individuals 

that participated in the eco-building training program from the ‘Qala Pheland 

Tala’. Start living Green. The program was carried out with the support of the 

UFS, and it consisted in building training which “resulted in a variety of 

building projects, including five shack replacement homes” (Venter and 

McIntosh, 2018:1). The information that will be discussed, exclusively 

addresses the parts of the interviews where climate change, or material that 

includes environmental issues, were mentioned. Besides, and following the 

structure presented in the first section, the participants are maintained 

anonymous and the enumeration of the participants (i6, i7, etc…) continues. 

In order to have access to these interviews, the researcher agreed on giving 

something back to the participants. For that matter, the researcher participated 

in various voluntary activities such as, learning to build an ‘eco-house’, 

helping to reconstruct an oven -with the ‘eco-building’ procedures and 

materials, cooperate with plastic bottles and cans for other recycling projects, 

donating bricks for the construction of bathrooms, and becoming a mentor for 

a high-school student in an entrepreneur project; along with, spending time 

with the participants and sharing memories and meals.  

 

In addition, the secondary data was nurture also with various videos, from 

vimeo, where the members of the eco-building project share their own stories 

and also addressed the topic of climate change in Bloemfontein. These videos 

are from the ‘Digital stories re-future scholar’ created by PHD Cristine 

Scoggin, and were launched at the Free State Arts Festival in July 2019. 
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And lastly, some more gathered information taken from local newspapers, 

especially from The Citizen and The South African, and news listened in the 

local radio and tv.  

 

5.2.1 Social Capital 

 

Regarding this section, participant i6 shared that it is very important “trying to 

understand different cultures”, in order to be able to have a social support and 

work together. Further, i6 mentioned that these social relations are “also a 

therapy”, because most of the individuals in the community had never had the 

opportunity to leave the place where they were born, or even to have access to 

an education. Thus, by taking part in the eco-building project, i6 described that 

a lot of the volunteers had to learn how to be responsible for their own tasks; 

as well as choosing a leader with courage and ethical skills- which they will 

heed. Likewise, i6 brought the term Ubuntu, to clarify that when someone does 

something good for you, you will never forget them.  

 

Participant i7, stated that working together with other members of the 

community was fun and that they “worked extremely hard”. Moreover, i7 

shared that the project absolutely created more linkages and cooperation 

within the community, and even told that the creation of the eco-building 

“makes her proud as well because when there is thunder and storms people 

tend to run to her house”, implying a strong sense of community. 

 

Continuing, participant i8 described that “most people in Bloemfontein aren’t 

happy about the eco-building” because it is made out of recycled stuff. Adding 

that only the poorest communities appreciate and support the project. 

Participant i8, also explained that building out of recycled materials, have 

“ended up helping him inside and outside”. Sharing that it has enhance social 

relations, and different experiences with other members of the community. 
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For instance, i8 explained that “especially the kids are very interested and like 

to build and put the plastic in the containers”. Adding that it has had an impact 

on the kids that are on the streets because they want to join to build out of 

natural materials, or collecting plastic bottles, instead of spending the day 

without doing anything. And that that in the community, they had even built 

“a place for the people that has TB… and it’s like a toilet”. 

 

Participant i9 shared that the spirit of Ubuntu was very important in order to 

“come together for a common purpose”. And that the only way of doing that, 

was understanding that is not about working alone, but that “it needs to be a 

holistic approach… so it keeps things going” and that partnerships helps create 

a network; where sometimes one will need to take the leader role. 

Further, i9, suggested that there are plenty of options to transfer the skills from 

the activist to the people in the community. For instance, the creation of a 

vegetable garden that will help people to have something to eat, but also that 

“will provide medicinal herbs”. In that sense, one will be in a place that “you 

can be proud of”, and people that are frustrated from their daily life can be 

encouraged, instead of staying in the streets. Then, i9 talked about the tire 

recollection for the eco-buildings’ mentioning that “recycling is an activity 

that brings awareness to our society”. Another example that the participant i9 

gave of “cleaning the environment”, at the same time that one could share 

quality time with your children, was the recollection of the wraps of chips and 

sweets and fill in 2L plastic bottles, and out of that you can create a bench.  

 

Lastly, participant i10 shared how taking part in the eco-building and being 

part of the teamwork, saved his life and because of that i10 “feels privilege”.  

However, i10 also told that the individuals in the community that weren’t 

involved were very sceptical about the idea of creating something out of 

recycled or natural resources, and especially a shelter. For instance, i10 recalls 

that they “thought I was mad when I was going up and down with the wheel 

barrel fetching the resources”. But now, i10 is even “trained to be trainer” and 
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had though a lot of people about the post-natural12 building techniques; and 

shares that i10 plans to “go to the townships and look for which people are 

disabled so I can motivate them”. 

 

Regarding to the topic of social capital, most of the participants shared in their 

videos that the sense of belonging to the community was very important. 

Moreover, that the “spirit of Ubuntu” had a special meaning for the individuals 

in the community, where they had learned the values of togetherness, their 

identity, and connection with nature - as their forefathers had always done. 

And as one of them explained, that these informal ties are the ones that give 

the connection to the culture and ethics.  

Thus, as Venter, et al. explained “regenerative development encourages 

artistry and imagination, gets members of the community to work together, 

promotes social empowerment, improves physical and mental health, and 

fosters enjoyment” (Venter, Marais, and Morgan, 2019). 

 

5.2.2 Community Competence 

 

Continuing, participant i6 mentioned that the training was very important in 

terms of acknowledging that the “environment wasn’t great… and that 

someone needs to do something about it. '' In that sense, it was very surprising 

for the community to realize that they could create natural buildings using 

waste. The participant explained, that thanks to the eco-building the 

community got very motivated and that it created a mind-shift, were even 

“helped sick people to get better, to heal again after they had a stroke”. Further, 

i6 mentioned that the teamwork enhances awareness about the problems about 

climate change and empower the community to work harder.  

 

12 The concept post-natural is used “to describe the advancements made with natural 

methods to include the ‘new’ abundant resources called waste” (Venter and McIntosch, 

2018:1). 
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Further, i7 explained that volunteering in the project was very challenging, and 

even some members were too lazy to do the work. However, it also involved 

that school children participated in the project, which made i7 extremely 

happy, because they “are the ones who are willing to learn”; so i7 loves 

“working with people and helping people”. 

 

Participant i8 explained that the eco-building project had created a lot of 

community action and participation, were even if they have to work during the 

week, they would find the time during the weekends to go and help train other 

members of the community. Moreover, i8 told that is very proud for the 

empowerment that the project has given to the community collectively, and 

especially to the individuals that had or have health problems.  

 

Continuing, i9 shared the idea of having a cultural village build up as the 

“primitive way”, from “natural materials like earth, trees, grass and animal 

manure”. And i9 explained that this will “empower the communities”, and will 

change the mindset where people associate hard labour with the apartheid 

system – into “artwork that stimulates their creativity”. And for instance, they 

could stop waiting for the government to give them everything – and learn to 

take care of their own. Then, participant i9 addressed the importance of the 

activist to take part in teaching the communities about climate change, and to 

partner up with the university and the different faculties to “make a positive 

influence… for now and for the future of the communities”. 

 

Then, participant i10 reflected that working in teams with people from 

different places were very interesting, and that I even created a sense of 

community and built so many friendships. Participant i10 told about the 

importance of that because it generated “transferring of skills” within 

individuals. And, in that sense, people grow “knowing what to do” and the life 

perspective changes a lot. Because, i10 explained, that even if people don’t 
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have money, by knowing these new skills that the eco-building program 

provides “it can change your life… and bring a change in the community” 

 

Another aspect of community competence can be described in the digital 

storytelling videos, where the participants explained that individuals in the 

community are becoming empowered by returning to the “primitive way of 

building houses”. Further, these have given them new perspectives and power 

to do something. Then, most of the participants agreed that one should learn 

from the skills that the community members possess. And one participant even 

asked for “trust in the communities… please trust the individuals who are 

trying to come up with the solutions”. 

 

Further, information from the media acknowledged that, “this collective 

strength is an important ingredient in communities’ ability to confront 

challenges like climate change” (Paller, 2019:8). 

 

5.2.3 Information and Communication 

 

Participant, i6 recognized that there are some critical parts of being part of the 

eco-building project – such as the lack of support from the government, in 

terms of adjusting the building codes. Also, the lack of information that a lot 

of communities experienced, because of their location. Nevertheless, i6 also 

acknowledged the fact that there are different activists or ‘leaders’ (how they 

call them) that are linking this communities, and creating various projects in 

order to help the community by helping the environment.  

 

In terms of the communication that i7 maintained with the working team, i7 

explained that “they don’t have contact with them anymore” because most of 

the volunteers were from different places from SA. And due to the lack of 

economic resources, they can’t travel such distances. Participant i7 explained 

that it was only possible while the activist that owned the project helped them, 
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telling that “they ensured that they had food and transportation”, and that now 

“they have to find other means of an income”. But that if it was possible to 

earn something from the eco-building, i7 would love to share the knowledge 

with the people.  

 

Participant i8 described that the community “feel connected and that they are 

enjoying themselves a lot because they are not working together every day, so 

when they meet, they become one family again when they do the project”. This 

acknowledges the fact that they don’t have any form of communication, like 

phones, or internet which could allow them to feel closer.  

Further, i8 explained that this type of building out of waste and recycled 

materials, is something that they have never experienced before – and that not 

even the TV or the radio mentioned these methods in SA.  

 

Advancing, participant i9 suggested that the community has been more 

informed about the environment, since the UFS start getting involved in social 

projects. Explaining that they even help to create the roof, the structure and the 

frame of some houses. However, this participant acknowledges the help that 

activist and volunteers have been giving to the community.   

 

Then, participant i10 didn’t share anything specific about the infrastructure of 

the communications; or how does he receive the information from. However, 

he addressed the topic that when i10 had to attend occupational therapy13 -

Because he had a stroke- was the moment when i10 got involved in eco-

building project. And that it has been through Anita Venter, and other activists 

and volunteers, that he has learned everything he knows now about taking care 

of the environment, and using recycled materials to build.  

 

 

13 See Department of Occupational Therapy, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein, 

SA. 
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In addition, the information gathered through the videos explained that the 

individuals in the communities only realize about the benefits of protecting the 

environment, and the recycling of the waste in order to create natural buildings 

through the linkages that the team of activists enhanced in the communities. 

For instance, one participant recall that he got all the knowledge though Anita 

Venter. And another participant shared that he “saw an article in the newspaper 

about the project ‘Start Living Green’, and then he saw the initiative that the 

UFS was starting, so he got in contact and asked to be a volunteer – and that 

is how he began “building things for the youth”.  

 

5.2.4 Economic Development 

 

In terms of the level of the equity of resources distribution, participant i6 

explained that there are all types of materials, from plastic, to mud, to tires -

which allow to create a building using waste... and at the same time clean the 

environment”. Furthermore, the impact of utilizing such materials “brings 

again the connection between you and your ancestors because they grew up 

living in those houses” referring to shelters created from natural materials. 

Likewise, i6 addressed the need to teach the “kids because they are future 

generations”, and it is important to plan a sustainable development. Because 

as i6 states “there’s a possibility for making money out of this” and without 

harming the environment.  

 

Continuing, participant i7 had a hard time trying to explain the feeling of 

building an ecological house, out of tires and bottles; and with bricks made in 

an ice cream tub from a mix of sand and horse manure. Because at the 

beginning they have to fetch the materials from far away, and “the community 

thought they were losing their minds”.  

However, i7 recalled that the house is very strong – not like a shack- and that 

“when it rains it doesn’t destroy”. Contrary to the shack, they can now see the 

sunlight entering the house, due to the glass bottles that are as part of the 
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building. Additionally, it keeps them warm in winter and it is fresh during the 

summer. And, that it, even protects them from the mosquitos to go inside and 

bite them.  

 

Participant i8 shared that it was very impressive to utilize resources that they 

already have, to improve their way of life. For instance, i8 explained that he 

had finally something to sit in, when “they built something like a sofa or 

lounge and tables with the recycle bottles with some plastic inside”.  

Adding, that natural materials such as red soil, manure, grass and straw are 

necessary for the good construction of the eco-houses.  

However, i8 emphasized that it takes time to build and that one needs to have 

the time to go out and search in the garbage. Due to the fact that “people don’t 

donate too often”. 

 

Then, participant i9 explained that eco-buildings are cheaper and that one “can 

also address the social housing problem”. And clarifies that the government 

should be taking into consideration the right to build out of natural materials. 

Nevertheless, i9 told that the activist “are playing a big role” because in order 

to really contribute, one must “identify the need of the community” before.  

Further, i9 commented that “the contemporary knowledge and skills” that 

people are acquiring from the eco-building, “can be a key for the future”. So, 

having this knowledge can “adequately address day to day challenges”; for 

example, the water restrictions that people experience in the townships.  

 

Lastly, participant i10 explained that in the townships it is very hard to have 

access to all of the services, even to natural resources. For instance, i10 

described that they “were travelling a lot of kilometres fetching for the mud 

and cow manure… moving all over the township to look for the resources” for 

the eco-building. Nevertheless, i10 explained that it was a good project for 

people that don’t have money, because it helps to replace their shack for an 

actual home without having to pay for the bricks, due to that “most of the 
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resources we used here we got them for free… the mud, the bottles, cow dung 

and the straw”. Further, i10 shared that not a lot of people like to build out of 

“cow dung, because of the smell” and that some of the members of the 

community “don’t want to get dirty… or are lazy”. But that this type of 

projects, were also important, because you can “clean the environment” at the 

same time. Referring to “all the bottles that are scattered all over”. And finally, 

i10 told that even if people sometimes “don’t understand what it is” to build 

an eco-house, i10 has been trying “to convince them that we have natural free 

resources that we can use” for creating natural buildings. 

 

Likewise, one can identify similar opinions in the digital stories, were 

participants appreciated the way of building out of natural resources, 

“especially if you don’t have money.'' Because “there is opportunity and 

beauty in waste” referring to all the things the team had been creating for the 

youth. Such as “skateboard parks, play parks, outdoor benches, food gardens 

and arts centres”.  

 

Further, as the media addressed, these affirmations are of great importance, 

notably in the townships were one can identify plenty of poor communities 

with “some of the lowest rates of access to water and sanitation” (Reuters, 

2019:7). 

 

5.3 Participant Observation  

 

Harry F. Wolcott suggested “participant observation as the core research 

activity in qualitative inquiry” (2009:74). In that sense, the findings from the 

method of participant observation that would be addressed next, are based on 

the personal observation of the researcher, previous and during the field work. 

Additionally, the field notes that the researcher assembled since the beginning 

of the field work will be shared. The field notes were carried out to some extent 

as a research journal. However, most of the notes were taken after returning 
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from a day in the field; in order not to “distract the researcher from the task of 

close observation” (Taylor, et al., 2016:84). Thus, the information relies on the 

researcher’s ability to recall what happened. 

 

5.3.1 Social Capital 

 

During the participant observation the researcher identified that the individuals 

have a very strong attachment to the community where they belong. And it 

was possible, to perceive a strong social support within the members of the 

community. Which suggested that the concept of Ubuntu is still very present. 

At the same time, that there are various informal and formal ties embedded in 

their society -such as the respect and care for the elders, the idea that men are 

in charge of certain activities, and women have more responsibilities oriented 

to cook or take care of the children. 

 

Nonetheless, the observation showed that many individuals are expecting 

plenty from the government. In terms of facilities, access to services and even 

the well-known by the inhabitants: shack replacement.  

This idea, that the government will give ‘things for free’ have created a 

perspective, even from other societies, that people in South Africa have 

become very lazy; and hinders participation.  

 

5.3.2 Community Competence 

 

Further, the observation exposed that even though a lot of young people are 

eager to participate and enhance the development of their communities, they 

don’t really have the platforms to start. For instance, the vast majority are very 

artistic and creative people; which can transform the most unimaginable piece 

of waste into art, or into a useful object. Some of the examples that the 

researcher recall, are furniture -such as chairs or tables- created from 2 L. 
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plastic bottles filled with waste from packaged food. While others, suggested 

the creation of spaces for the children after school to learn about the 

consequences of climate change, and different strategies to adapt to what has 

already happened. Among others, was the creation of a cultural village, where 

people from the community could be able to acquire a qualification in 

vegetable gardens, eco-building and recycling. 

However, as many of them recall, the government doesn’t take consideration 

in showing them the impact of their work, and how can they contribute.  

This kind of behaviour is promoting a path dependency with the government 

that minimizes the cultural value of the community and the individual capacity 

of each member to take responsibility in the problem-solving decision making. 

 

5.3.3 Information and Communication 

 

On the other hand, there is a lack of skills and infrastructure in terms of the 

information that the communities in Bloemfontein receive.  

To begin, there is an extensive difference between the information that people 

in the townships have access to, in comparison to the one that is available in 

the communities where white people inhabit. Implicating that in the informal 

settlements, there is almost no place to attend for information; yet, more 

unfavourable, leaders aren’t prepared to notify on time to the population. 

For example, one can recall plenty of cases where people will just through 

their garbage from the car, to the streets, and even to the rivers. 

Notwithstanding, information related to climate change, or even associated 

with the environment is mostly shared behindhand.  

 

Further, even that people comment that they trust their sources of information, 

such as television news channels, the radio, or social media, the tendency to 

not believe what these sources are mentioning about climate change, is a 

reality. Where in cases, they don’t even accept that some of the consequences 

of climate change are affecting their current lifestyle. To mention an example, 
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the changing weather conditions are intensifying the melt down of the streets 

-which creates bumps and holes, the heavy winds are taking the roof of the 

shacks a part, and frequent floods -in addition to the vast about of litter- are 

blocking streets which interrupts the connection and communication from 

various communities. 

 

5.3.4 Economic Development 

 

In terms of the equity of resources distribution, it was very sorrowful to 

acknowledge the fact that part of the heritage of the apartheid have left more 

than half of the population with no means to enjoy a sustainable development. 

Where in most of the cases, communities lack access to even the most basic 

needs; such as clean water, food security, health, a proper shelter to habit and 

education. Further, most of the communities that the researcher visited are in 

a very poor situation -where informal settlements are the common way of life. 

And where one can see pollution all over the area.  

 

Although the government had fostered campaigns that address the problem of 

pollution, and suggest to the society not to litter, it doesn’t give any form of 

education on how to recycle or what are the alternatives to stop contaminating 

the environment.  Further, there isn’t a capacitation, or emergency training 

plans that advice individuals on how to respond to a climate crisis. 

 

It is important to acknowledge, that the researcher was in Bloemfontein prior 

to the presidential elections, which might have influenced some of the 

activities and ‘campaigns’ containing climate change debates, that were 

circulating in different parts of the country.  
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6 Analysis: The power of Ubuntu 

 

In this chapter, the researcher analyses the results from the three gathering 

methods that were utilized to carry out the study in Bloemfontein.  

To interpret the findings previously presented, and as mentioned before, the 

researcher employed the resilience theory and the framework that describes 

Community Resilience as a Metaphor, Theory, Set of Capacities, and Strategy 

for Disaster Readiness.  

The theory of resilience was a departure point to address how development is 

possible even in critical circumstances. Moreover, the theory helped to 

understand how communities are adapting within rapid periods of change in a 

world that is facing the consequences of climate change. 

In addition, the framework helped to categorize the results into concepts that 

made it easier to examine, and pointed out tendencies. 

According to the outcome that these tendencies produced, the researcher was 

able to establish seven themes for the analysis. Each of the themes will be 

presented soon after, and they will include the three gathering methods (semi-

structured interviews, secondary data and participant observation). 

Consequently, the themes will be as follows: 1. Social Capacities, 2. 

Community Development, 3. Skills and Creativity, 4. Information and 

Environmental Protection, 5. Climate Change effects, 6. Participation and 

Government, and 7. Future. 

The aim of analysing the findings in this configuration, is to be able to 

triangulate the information. On account of, that “the purpose is to increase the 

credibility and validity of the results” (Yeasmin and Rahman, 2012:157). 

 

6.1 Social Capacities 
 

Resilience theory describes that social networks are of great importance in the 

aspect of adaptation to change. Following that argument, the analysis of the 

semi-structured interviews showed that activist strongly believe in the sense 
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of community, and the concept of working in teams – as a form of achieving 

better and faster outcomes. Similarly, the results from the secondary data 

demonstrate that the linkages and cooperation between the members of a 

community, has enhanced that individuals are more prompt to adapt to the 

changing situations. For instance, one can identify different examples from the 

concept of Ubuntu, where participants illustrate the social support; such as the 

compassion when a natural disaster occurs, and the immediate help that the 

neighbours give to one another.  

Likewise, the results from the participant observation agree that people have a 

very strong attachment to the community. However, the results also 

acknowledged that there are some informal ties that are embedded in the 

community, and sometimes hinder the progress of adaptation. For example, 

the experience that people still expect too much from the government, in terms 

of fulfilling different needs. Even though it is a government responsibility to 

guarantee basic needs such as sanitation, health and shelter, communities are 

placing themselves in an anchored situation where they are depriving 

themselves of the opportunity to change their lifestyle.  

 

6.2 Community Development 
 

Further, the analysis exposes that the participants agreed with the problematic 

that climate change has brought to the communities. However, the secondary 

data demonstrates that most of the people that inhabit the poor communities 

have little knowledge about the magnitude of the crisis, or are unable to 

associate climate change as something caused by humans. Especially because 

as many of the participants shared, they can see all the pollution in the 

environment, but they don’t associate it as part of the causes.  

Accordingly, the information from the semi-structured interviews displayed 

the idea that the problem relies in the lack of education. And that even if, in 

some schools, or at University, people can have access to knowledge that 

address environmental issues, there are not platforms that support the 
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initiatives -that are necessary to fully address the climate crisis. Establishing, 

a path dependency tendency, that minimizes the cultural value of the 

community, as the participant observation shows.  

 

6.3 Skills and Creativity 
 

Continuing, the results from all the gathering methods indicate that there are 

different creative skills that the individuals in the communities possess. For 

instance, people had had the notion of building out of natural resources since 

their forefathers’ time. And, as the secondary data validates, the use of waste 

to start creating useful objects, such as furniture and spaces for recreation is 

already a reality. Furthermore, the participant observation exhibit that a lot of 

young people are eager to take part in community projects that will help, at the 

same time, to clean the environment in which they live.  

Also, the results from the semi-structured interviews manifested the skills that 

people had. For example, the notion that vegetable gardens are increasing in 

the informal settlements. However, not every participant agreed with this 

interpretation. Some participants where more sceptical about the idea, because 

they stated that people are feeling frustrated about their lives, because the 

environment in which they live is depressing, stating that there are no jobs. 

 

6.4 Information and Environmental Protection 
 

In terms of the access to information, and especially to information about 

environmental protection and the causes and consequences of climate change, 

the participant observation illustrated that there is a vast difference between 

the information that the communities in the informal settlements have, in 

comparison with the information that is available in the city. Suggesting that 

poor communities have less access to the information.  

On the contrary, the findings from the semi-structured interviews showed that 

participants have access to the information, both national and international. 
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And that usually they acquire the information by social media. Although some 

expressed also that TV, the radio, and online articles were also some trustful 

sources where they obtained the information from. Thus, the participants 

acknowledge the fact that these sources, rarely addressed environmental 

topics, and when they did, usually because they were narrating the news of 

what had already happened. Also, they had never experienced that the news 

informed about the causes or consequences of climate change.  

In the case of the secondary data, the only answers related to the information 

that the people had received about the protection of the environment, were 

referred to the activists’ network that was involved in the community, and 

especially to Anita Venter. Which, as the participants shared, was the one that 

brought to them the awareness about the consequences of climate change. 

 

6.5 Climate Change effects 
 

Throughout the participant observation, the researcher was able to recognize 

the fact that Bloemfontein is already experiencing the effects of climate 

change. To cite some examples, the weather conditions were so extreme that 

people used to hold the roof thigh to the wall with a piece of wire in order for 

this not to be blown away; in contrast to the severe heat of some days, and 

intense rain of others days that end up flooding the streets. Additionally, to the 

vast amount of grounded pollution. And the fact that one can observe that some 

streets are already melting due to the increase in the temperatures. Which, 

should be a red spotlight for the government to address climate change as a 

societal problem. 

Resembling, findings from the secondary data supply that participants are 

aware of the effects of climate change and are engaging in activities that 

reinforce sustainable development in their communities. Also, and thanks to 

taking part in the eco-building projects, the participants had been able to shift 

their contemporary concepts of progress for more regenerative perspectives. 

In that sense, participants are adopting responsible behaviour towards climate 
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change -by giving the example of constructing out of natural resources, 

recycling and protecting the environment. Returning to self-sufficient 

indigenous forms of living.  

Besides, the analysis of the semi-structured interviews exhibit that activists 

have been engaged in different projects that aim to counteract the effects of 

climate change. Further, such activities are allowing a space for innovation 

and new strategies of action, which are contributing to generate resilient 

communities; that would be able to cope in a climate crisis.  

 

6.6 Participation and Government 
 

The impacts of community-based adaptation strategies, had led to the 

production of multidisciplinary knowledge. This outcome, is a perfect 

representation of how activists can be the linkage between the wisdom that 

local communities possess, and the platform for the implementation of 

policies. As the analysis of the secondary data and the semi-structured 

interviews demonstrates, strong voices from the communities are motivating 

and empowering individuals to take action. This aspect states that community 

resilience can be explained as an adaptive capacity, that was enabled by 

transferred skills.  

Likewise, the participant observation validates that when people decide to 

participate and take responsibility for their lives and the environment they 

inhabit, wonderful achievements are accomplished. For example the creation 

of a cultural village in one of the informal settlements, which is the perfect 

representation of community action in favour of the restoration of the 

environment; where only recycled and natural resources were used, and most 

importantly, where individuals that once were frustrated about their lifestyle -

proved that human beings are capable of doing the unimaginable.  
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6.7 Future 
 

Consequently, the researcher encounters within the participant observation 

that in order to aspire for a prosperous future, where all members of the society 

-both young and old, women and men- had the same opportunities to fully 

enjoy their lives, people must strive for adopting environmental friendly 

measures that contribute to a regenerative and sustainable development for 

present and future generations. Therefore, the importance of investing in 

policy implementation and in measuring their impact in community-based 

projects, as many activists had been promoting for various years. 

Resilience theory make emphasis in the concept of recovery as an aspect of 

the system itself. In accordance, the analysis of the data from the semi-

structured interviews, has determined that all the participants agreed that 

education about climate change was of great need. Indicating that the work 

that activists have been doing in the communities, in terms of education had 

served as the motor to recover the communities that are already experiencing 

climate change consequences.  

Furthermore, the results from the secondary data, expressed that there is an 

important opportunity in developing pro-environmental skills. That is to say, 

that people who are able to work with what they have -referring to the natural 

resources and waste-, and have the availability to self-organize themselves and 

are willing to learn, can adapt easily and acquire the “ability to persist 

disturbances” (Folke, 2006). And in the specific case of the communities in 

Bloemfontein, had created jobs and the possibility to have an income. 

7 Conclusion 

 

This Thesis aimed to identify the different adaptive capacities that the 

community in Bloemfontein possess, in terms of positively coping with the 

consequences of climate change. In that sense, the researcher acknowledged 

that participants have a strong spirit of Ubuntu, or the feeling of belonging to 
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their communities, and the respect for their traditional ways of leaving. The 

argument emphasizes the concept that this communities have very present the 

traditions and customs that their forefathers had. As a consequence, the 

participants already possessed different adaptive capacities which were 

inherited generationally. For example, the way in which indigenous 

communities have built their houses, only using natural materials, the element 

of growing their own vegetables for consumption, as well as the belief that one 

must respect the environment in which we inhabit.   

 

After the analysis of the findings, the conclusions that can be drawn address 

how community-based adaptive capacities are possible even in critical 

circumstances.   

Firstly, the study found that one aspect of the adaptive capacities that 

communities possess, is linked to the creativity of its members. For example, 

the creation of useful objects, such as furniture, made out of recycled materials. 

Moreover, individuals developed problem-solving skills when they found 

themselves in positions of risks, such as the threat of a natural disaster. In that 

sense, communities confront different crisis, by unfolding adaptive capacities 

that safeguard them. For instance, to tighten the roof with a wire so it won’t be 

blown away from their shelter.  

 

Secondly, the analysis showed that the network of activist present in 

Bloemfontein, has influenced to a certain extent the adaptive capacities of the 

communities. The findings demonstrated that people in the communities 

acknowledge that the volunteering work of the activists, had helped them to 

learn different coping mechanisms. And especially, to be aware that most of 

the causes of climate change, have been generated by humans. 

More importantly, the idea of expecting everything from the government lost 

intensity, and people started to feel empowered and to realize that they could 

take action to ameliorate their life situation, without waiting for the 

government to habilitate the platforms for them.  
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Third, the analysis exemplified that the main source of information about 

climate change, was the network of activist that is working in the communities. 

The majority of the results proved that the participants rely on these networks 

for information, because as they described, is trustworthy. 

However, the results also appointed that the participants make use of social 

media to be informed and connected with global issues. Even if the sources 

addressed the news as a narrative, rather than as a preventive way. 

 

Lastly, the study demonstrated that social relations have a big impact on the 

formation of adaptive capacities at the community level. On one hand, 

participants expressed that the members of the community will be more likely 

to engage in environmental projects, if the leaders of the community suggest 

it as favourable. On the other hand, activists are building physical structures 

as a focus for developing social infrastructures.  

Thus, one can conclude that resilience is also integrated by social dimensions.  

 

The present research contributed to nurture the relevant debate on climate 

change, not only nationally and internationally, but also at the local level.  

Furthermore, this Thesis exhibited that future research on the network of 

activists that are working as the voice of societies, is needed. This, with the 

purpose to  influence the decision-making process at the policy level, in order 

to implement better alternatives that foresee regenerative societies.  

 

The researcher acknowledges, also, that future research in the consequences 

of the actions taken by activist is needed. As different networks of activist all 

around the world are shaping community’s social behavior, it is necessary to 

shift the policies -even in the academia-, and start listening to the actors that 

are actually making an impact in the society.  
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Appendix B: Semi-structured Interview’s Questions 
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Appendix C: Secondary data – Transcription of Interview 

conducted by the members of the eco-building program Qala 

Pheland Tala 

 
Transcribe interview template 

Transcribed interview (# 2): Veliele 
  

Interviewer- 2 Okay so we just want to uhm ask you your story with regards to the whole ecobuilding process, so we 
just have a few questions and then you can tell us how you feel about the pictures and your story you 
can tell us also and ja just feel free to be honest, there’s no right or wrong answer, everything is just 
here between us as well. Oaky so like how did you become involved in eco-building? 

Participant-
velliele 

Okay from the start actually I think it was 2007 uuh pass by near one primary school and I saw 
children were playing cricket, actually were practising cricket with their teachers there but now the 
environment wasn’t great and I felt you know that someone needs to do something about it then I 
also looked at the environment where I live, more especially on the public parks they were not green, 
some of them were vandalised, no one is taking care of it. So I decided okay let me just network and 
see if I can do something out of it then uuuh through my network that’s when I started meeting Anita, 
she’s the one that introduced me to the natural building because now they were using waste like she 
was explaining to me then for me, I said I mean looking after the environment and green it it is still the 
same as cleaning the environment, why not then learn these skills. So I started there in freedom 
square (that picture-shows) that’s where I started volunteering. 

Interviewer-2 And the skills that you have, how did you get the skills  

Participant-
velliele 

Uuuh the skills that I have acquired that’s the first one( shows to picture) and freedom square that 
was Anita who was there involved with the training and then I think few weerks or month after that we 
had a chance to go to Kula Dama where we got another training from Natural Collectives from Peter 
Mc Intosh , it was 7 days training course whereby it was theory and practical but then there we were 
only got training about the different mixes from the brick making, cob making, plastic making and 
form coat and then that’s the steps when you build a house and later I think it was October 2014 then 
we had involved in a project in Lebone that’s when peter mcintosh was also there. Remember by 
Peter mcintosh it was only the mud work and then when we were at Lebone then the guys from 
Guatamala they came and then they also form a part of becoming trainers to us and that’s when they 
started knowing more about the tyres. Tyre works because that’s a different form of natural buildings 
that you can build a house with or do anything out of. Its either with the tyres, either its mixed with 
tyres and mudbricks and bottles or mudbricks only or mudbricks and tyres so its  

l So its a lot of ways to do it  

Participant-
velliele 

Ja its a lot of ways to do it but it goes with the testing, you need to know your soil, the material that is 
needed. Its all about making few testers before you can start anything  

Interviewer 2 A few testers? 

Participant-
velliele 

Ja 

Interviewer 2 Okay  

Interviewer 1 How was it when you were there with the training, the 7 day training, how was it, how did you feel 
when you were learning this new stuff, did you enjoy it or did you first not know you were going to 
enjoy it  

Participant-
velliele 

I did enjoy it because I started enjoying it from freedom square, I I didn’t enjoy it from freedom square 
I would never go back so now I enjoy it because and it gives me the chance to engage with different 
cultures and the environment where we were staying there. Its alcohol free  environment you know 
free smoking zone you need to go outside the yard if you want to smoke 
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Interviewer 1 Its different ja 

Participant-
velliele 

Ja its different you know it gives me the idea of the world outside my comfort zone and how to deal 
with that because I’m a smoker, I drink but not a lot  

Interviewer 1 moderately 

Participant-
velliele 

Ja so I needed to atleast it gives me that experience  

Interviewer 1 And how was it with peter mcintosh, because I think he is from Cape Town and he is different.so how 
was it to work with him, did you learn a lot from him or more Anita  

Participant-
velliele 

I think, you know it’s a matter of understanding or trying to understand different cultures. Once you 
understand different cultures and from m side, my background I came from, I grew up in an 
environment whereby the child from next door is my brother or my sister, she can sleep over to my 
mums place, if she’s hungry she can get, if we eating here, she can also have food so she’s a xhosa, 
I’m a sotho. That thing I grew up with its still here so its become more easier for me to adapt with 
other different cultures so it wasn’t hard for me, it was the same with Anita here, the difference is only 
the manner which they interpret or do things, that’s only the difference 

L And eco building can be any culture ja because eco building brought everyone together 

Participant-
velliele 

Yes 

Interviewer –2 I see here on your poster, you picked a lot of pictures with people, can you just explain a bit what 
these people, what your experience with these people was, what they meant to you in this whole eco 
building process  

Participant-
velliele  

 

Participant 2 
Veliele 

Let me start here ( shows pictures of different cultures)and with this old madala (grandfather) and 
mokwoena it’s a therapy that one biggest experience in this natural building because Now,  what 
happened was that when I started meeting them, they were still recovering from stroke and from 
cancer and I hear that they both were in the wheelchairs, so they were still recovering.  Even 
Mokwena couldn’t even lift a five litre bucket full of water.  But now as you can see these pictures, 
Mokwena can now as we speak lift a full barrel, wheel barrel full of soil.  He can run.  He can play 
soccer with the children.  For me it is another experience that this thing is not only about waste 
management, but it is also a therapy.  In Cape Town I was involved in the ECDC project and for 
about three months there was one other lady that I was interviewing and then she said she had lost 
weight out of doing this natural building.  So, It can also serve as a, you know something to natural 
weight loss (exercise).  So then again I will just pick the ….let me come here with the education side.  
It’s critical, due to the background we are coming from, some of us had never had the privilege to, 
you know finish our degree to say that and now, the background that we are coming from, we have 
never had the chance to go out of the environment that we live in. At some point it is hard to work 
with different cultures.  It’s hard, you know it’s hard, you know to work as a team with other people 
because at some point there is a leader.  If you don’t like the leader or if you don’t like the way the 
leader is leading, then obviously there would be conflict and without education at some point, you can 
be a leader while not being, or having a matric or varsity education level, but if you don’t have…you 
can be a leader without those qualifications.  But if you don’t understand or have the skills (or 
abilities) to talk with people, then you know it is going to be rough on them.  

Interviewers Agree with last statement 

Interviewer 
Liezl 

It looks like you and everyone had a lot of fun, a lot of smiling (pointing to pictures) 

Participant 2 Yes, everyone is smiling and what else that can (searching for matching photo to compliment the 
specific photo) 
Okay, here it is fun (points to photo) and if you can look at these pictures, that’s why I said 
‘Education’.  That is old Madala (grandfather), he doesn’t have matric, Mokwena has matric, Sydney 
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doesn’t have matric, I am not sure about Linkie but still I don’t think she has matric.  Anita, she is a 
doctor.  So, it is a matter of how you lead these people.  There is a lot of fighting out of that smiles 
there…A lot.  (clashing) and work related.  Some times it is personal.  So, that is why I am saying that 
education plays a role (in how you handle) how you handle it. 

Interviewer Ru 
Ann 

So, what do they fight about? 

Participant 2  Either it is work, either someone is leading the project but we feel like nah not him, at least not that 
one or at least me.  So, now if the person is saying that ‘here is the tasks for the day’, let us see how 
we treat it and share the responsibilities.  Then you find three people that are working and three are 
not, just because they don’t want you as a leader.  So, they fight, as I said education and level of 
understanding, you know from us.  There are those who can manage the situation and make it. 

Interviewer Ru 
Ann 

So you were mentioning who has matric and who not, it sounds like you know each other very well.  
How well do you know each other? 

Participant 2 Yes, I think we, through just social interaction and knowing their background, where are you from and 
that’s how we get easy together. 

Interviewer 
Liezl 

Do you remember when you were at the training and all of the people you met through eco- building 
and all of the projects- Did you make friends that you still have contact with or is it only on the 
projects that you see them? 

Participant 2 Sjoe, we do have friends that we stay in contact with.  There is the one lady from Germany, I still in 
contact with her.  There is old Madala Adam from Qata mala.  Everything that I want to know and 
don’t have an idea then I just sent them a message and they respond if I want to do something.  I just 
sent my idea to him and just (networking).  So, who else?   

Interviewer 
Liezl 

So it opened a lot of doors for you to meet new people? 

Participant 2  Yes, and great ones to be honest.  Even personally if you can seek advise and some of them 
Madalas.  Because some of them, I grew up when my grandfather used to say to me ‘you know what 
Velile, if you want to hang out with me.  You need to think like a 80 year old Madala. 

Interviewer Ru 
Ann 

What is a “Madala”? 

Participant 2  It’s a grandpa.   

Interviewer 
Liezl 

So, you have a lot of respect for him? 

Participant 2 Yes, it is a kind of respect so I grew up with that mentality that you know what, just be there because 
age doesn’t mean anything, it is about up here (points to brain, thoughts) 

Interviewer Ru 
Ann 

So, if you look at all of the pictures you pasted on your poster today, what would you say is the 
meaning of eco- building in your life?  And if you can say how it changed your life for the good, for the 
bad, what is the meaning of eco- building in your life?  

Interviewer 
Liezl 

The impact it had on your life? 

Participant 2 The impact firstly was that it brought back some of the pieces that I’ve lost.  It gave me the idea of 
things that I thought that I will never do it or not able to do it.  I was in, I am not a good speaker, I was 
shy, even actually now.  But that is how it changed me because now I can stand in front of hundred 
people and you know it was something I couldn’t do in the past.  I remember I was in primary school.  
I was doing standard five, last grade in the primary school and I was playing soccer and then we won 
in the tournament on Friday and then on Monday we were on the parade in assembly.  I hided 
myself, I didn’t go there.  Teachers had to grab me there and bring me because I was very shy.  But 
that was one of the things that I got back, the pieces I got back.  I am me again and I see lots of the 
positive attitude from my side. 

Interviewer 
Liezl 

Attitude about life or about what? 
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Participant 2 About life, about the natural building, because I mean these buildings are the most oldest buildings in 
the world and they are bringing them back again and I didn’t stay much in the mud brick houses but I 
know how they feel because I slept in them when working on the projects and my Mom was a 
sangoma so I know the environment so I know it brings again the connection between you and your 
ancestors because they grew up living in those houses.  And now the other positive impact is that 
you know that when you look at the environment and poverty, we looking at the climate change.  I 
mean for me I’ve got everything to do to fight these things.  It’s a matter now of how, how you 
implement it.  The strategy that will be used and it has positives and negatives. 

Interviewer Ru 
Ann 

Tell us about it. 

Participant 2  I am worried about the future kids because they are the future generation and I feel that they are the 
ones that has to be taught more skills.  because now they have to grow up knowing exactly how they 
deal with this and how to deal with that.  And creating sort of programmes – negative impact 
throughout this whole journey from 2014 or 2013 up until now.  The negative impact is that there is no 
plan- just say a five year plan- there is no programmes to feed this and make sure it doesn’t die. 
(sustainable)  it is not sustainable.  It is most of the projects that we are working on that is a project 
that is coming this year and we’ll see next year what will come (once- off project) and it is not 
sustainable.  That is the negative impact for me. 

Interviewer 
Liezl  

And few people know about this? 

Participant 2 
19:29 

There are few people that know about it and some of it is that they way we interpret it, building codes, 
natural building codes the standards, the everything.  I’ll say most of the people that we trained, they 
don’t know about the building codes. 

Interviewer 
Liezl 

Is that like the specifics and what is the codes? 

Participant 2  Like, these conventional building that we are seating in has a building codes that says that the 
building should be this and this and this…So, also the natural buildings also has those codes that are 
in line with the conventional buildings so that, more especially in South Africa and other countries we 
still struggle to prove that these buildings should be legalised and has to be approved.  If we don’t 
work towards those codes, then there is no way that it can be implemented.  The testers that you 
need to make, you need to be sure of the bricks that you make.  Their whole house and tyres, people 
needs to know the tyres.  You know, six ()from the ground with the tyres, whats to be needed at top, 
the length if you say you want to just fence, what is needed?  Because the wall will fall.  There are 
mistakes we did in some of the buildings we built.  Some of them we said it was a test.  Like this 
playpark, it was a test, it was a first time that we did it and what we did there after we did this, we 
plaster it with the concrete and cement.  But within a few months it was starting to fall down again.  
Now one needed to do research why and then I founded that the earth is like a human being- 
breathing.  So each and every time it rains it would go like this (demonstrating gap that is creating 
between soil molecules) and they don’t link together.    

Interviewer 
Liezl 

You could not have foreseen that? 

Participant 2  Yes, because it was a test.  So now, we needed to make some few testers again on how now we say 
we are going to use it again, this method.  What is it we can use to not fall.  More especially on the 
top side of the play structures because the children will be running there.  The mixes that we normally 
use when we plaster this kind of houses is totally not worth it to a playpark. (Interviewers agree with 
participant).  The critically part on the negative part again is that we don’t give people the truth about 
these buildings.  

Interviewer 
Liezl 

Do you think, if I am understanding you correctly, that you need training?  You can’t just one day start 
to build your own house, you need the training? 

Participant 2 Yes, you need the training.  Enough training- it depends on how one adapts to, like me- I am quick 
learner then some one might be slow on learning and building these things. So, you need to have six 
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months at least, for me at least.  For example, with Mokwena and Madala Abraham.  When they 
started to build their houses, I told them Madala were the first.  I told him ‘you know what Madala, 
please if you want me to help build your house, please make sure your wall doesn’t go like this, it 
needs to be at least 400mm width’.  It needs to be on the same level as the conventional building 
code.  In Freedom square here there is a house that from here to go up there- it was a risk.  

Interviewer 
Liezl 

I would have never saw it. 

Participant 2 And for me, I don’t like to be honest to work on a risk, to help build a bomb, yes if it can fall there, it 
must go like this.  And I asked Anita ‘do you see what you are doing there?’  We need to show people 
on how to use bigger bottles and small bottles and that was not what I was trained, to be honest even 
when you use the small bottles you can not build the house like this (refers to picture).  Going up in 
the centre, more specifically with bottles. With tyres, yes it’s 100% shap, to use big and small tyres 
like this because the weight is on the middle and going straight but if you go like this (demonstrates), 
you will need a concrete wall on top of which now comes the decision making, we fight a lot.  
Because now my trainer Anita will say when I build a building I don’t mix it up but the code is there if 
necessary. It is crucial and another negative impact is that if you don’t make the bricks testers for an 
example, there were some point at Madala’s house that I told him ‘Madala don’t ever use any of the 
grass here, if you don’t have straw, wait till you get straw.  But he was advised to use it, the grass, 
now you tell me how long the house did take to stand there because we have like insects that like 
grass, they go straight into the house seeking for that grass.  You see it is becoming loose, loose, 
loose.  So, this is some of the things that we need to be clear about, you can’t bend the rules. 

Interviewer 
Liezl 

That picture there with the “Motivation”, is it your motivation or what? 

Participant 2 This is my motivation and I think it is a good example for the future generation.  Because if this old 
Madala can build a house self from 60 years old, actually 62 when he started, himself he was 
pounding tyres, working and it is hard work and remember he was still recovering from the wheelchair 
but he was still building his own house.  Me Mary was still there , you can see how energetic she is 
and some time I was there I thought ‘where do you get time to do this?’.  I mean she is a hard worker 
and she is a good motivational speaker. 

Interviewer –1 So do you think after your journey in eco building, your, your inner motivation shifted, is it a different 
kind? Do you feel different? 

Participant-
Velie 

Ja, I feel different. I feel much different, I feel much different. Even here at Lebone. Long way home 
they brought 4 members of their team and now there was a challenge whereby now they become our 
trainers. So the one will take a group, one will take a group, you know? sharing 
Now the challenge is that they only speak Spanish 

Interviewer –1 Whoo, sjoe  

V They don’t understand English 

Interviewer –1 Yoh 

 We know nothing about Spanish 

Interviewer –1 Hmm 

V Team work 

Interviewer –1 All you can do 

V But we manage to communicate with them. It was worse it was at some point we were even laughing 
you know if you’re sitting there, what’s happening there? We were laughing and we did communicate 

Interviewer –1 Without words? 

V With words. But I don’t know what words but it was Spanish, English, here and there you know, it was 
a matter of saying this “alambre’”, “alambre’” or “alambre’” you know it’s a phone but “alambre” it’s a 
wire. 

Interviewers- 1 
& 2 

Sho 
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V At some point they will say uhh play with me okay “satanas”, they say it’s a pliers, actually its not 
“satanas”, it’s a “tanas”  

V Wow 

V They say its “satans” because of these uhh at the back where you hold,  They say its like satans 
horns  

R Antenas 

 *laughing 

V But it was fun, that’s where you know, I said okay. So its possible to work with someone who has 
verbally speaking or not 

R Mmm 

Interviewer –1 That’s really really cool 

V Ja so its.. 

Interviewer –1 And this one 

V Uuhh Ubuntu ne, it goes in line with this one 

Interviewer –1 Education? 

V uuuhuu, this one again, uhhh, okay, even here 

Interviewer –1 Team work 

V You know from cultures, team work, education, Ubuntu still the same, humanity  

Interviewer –1 Mm 

V The background, the way you grow up. The person inside you. Need to have love, need to love god, 
fear god, do gods work You know that’s humanity, that’s Ubuntu. If you have those key aspects then 
you will be happy like this, like us, jumping. Because  now you, you, you, it’s gonna be easy for you to 
interact with different cultures you know, work with other people you know 

Interviewer –1 And did it soos contribute to, here you said key to my vision. Do you think it contributed to that  

V Ja it did because here actually it was uuhh my first play park that I was a manager on it so  

R Oh you were a manager 

V Yes I just got the uuh the design from the 4th year student here, I think it was 2015 or 2016 
somewhere there, then I had to sit down, I had to work out that uhh design, change it on tires 

Interviewer –1 Sjoe 

V So ja, That’s why I’m saying that it was the key to my vision because my vision it was to do a park so 
it was a test for me on how next time when I do a park hmm 

R So you were now, you said you were a manager, did you ever do training 

V Yes I was managing and do; I was doing lot of things. I was managing the project   

R Mm? 

V The training because sjoe it was full of students there and the school you know and some few 
community members. I also uuh did sort of… this… I was a social worker yoh  

Interviewer –1 What? 

R A social worker? 

V Sort of because what I was doing is that I was working again with the special needs yes so at some 
point I had to take them one on one, sit down and just have a chat with them just to check up on their 
background you know, what is their visions you know  

r Wow velille 

v those things you know  and so that’s why I’m crying a lot about these guys, that’s why I’m crying a lot 
with uhh without having problems of saying where are they now? Because some of them they will say 
“I want to become a doctor” why? “Because I want to help people who are sick” you know. Now how 
do you say you cannot be a doctor because you cannot read or write  

r Mmm 

V You cannot say that, but you need to shift the mind-set. Create something that the person will love. 
That uuh it can create a career out of it. So if you are busy shifting that mind and at some point 
there’s that full stop there’s you know  
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Interviewer –1 So you ja, So you are saying eco-building helped you to shift your mind  

V Yes  

Interviewer –1 And the mind-set, and you think the children’s mind set will also shift  

V Yes 

Interviewer –1 Because here it also helped sick people to get better, to heal again after they had a stroke and 
everything, and look how motivated you are now and  

v Ja so everywhere im working with special needs, I take them one on one  

R Hmm, so how does it make you feel being a teacher, being a manager, the social worker, all these 
things that you are in charge of? How does it make you feel? 

V Ubuntu, it makes me feel uuh happy because I feel that uuh iv made a change, I’ve made a 
difference in someone’s life you know because I’m a person whereby I’m always trying to step on 
someone’s shoes in a way that I need to understand the situation the persons in  

Interviewer –1 To walk a mile in their shoes? 

V Yes you know just trying to feel what he or she’s feeling you know. Once I feel that then I create a 
plan on how I can help  

Interviewer –1 So do you understand the person then better? 

V Yes I do understand the person better so 

Interviewer –1 And that, that picture there under the ethical leadership skills, is that because you were a trainer or 
what? 

V That’s also uuuh the one thing that is critical that we also need to look on, and its again in line with 
the education uuhh …where’s that smiles…I said that it was a lot of fun, even here there was a lot of 
fights a few months back when we were doing skate parks but many people couldn’t notice that. 
Ethical uuh leadership skills, if you know you don’t have a leadership skill oh ethical leadership skills 
whereby you lead by example, whereby you understand someone, whereby you lead and listen to 
others you know. If you don’t have those then you not a leader, so you have to have those. Like peter 
mcintosh, peter mcintosh uuh lead by an example, he listens uhh steward listens you know. Ntate 
mokwena he listens, he has a good leadership skills or leadership qualities 

Interviewer –1 And you? 

V But there, there is there and there where it just need a polish  

Interviewers–1 
&2 

Mmm 

V I also have those leadership quality, quality leadership skills whereby I wasn’t aware that I was 
having it  

R Okay 

V I’ve learned through uuh the journey before here and even here (shows to pictures) because I’m 
curious. Everywhere where I was working you know, if they need someone by the computer to help 
because there is a bad lock, I raise my hand, I don’t, I know nothing about a computer they will teach 
me 

Interviewer –1 You will try? 

V Yes so that’s how I have uplifted my courage and leadership skills  

R Through the eco building? 

V And again through the eco building that’s when I started uuh getting a chance whereby I had to speak 
to many people you know, train them and make them to understand and I am hands on   

Interviewers-2& 
liesl 

Mmm 

V I nearly cut my finger with the grinder here (shows finger) 

Interviewers-2 
& 1 

Woooo 

V Springfontein 

Interviewer –1 Luckily you didn’t  
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V Yes.. I got two stitch or 4 if I’m not mistaken. That the Heheheh (laughing) the thing is, the student 
and Heidie said you know velliele manage the process and I said why, I’m having Mokwena, I’m 
having Tisetso, I’m having Mary, I’m having Madala (grandfather) why should I manage, because we 
share, we sit down and say guys tomorrow this is our target and then uuh mokwena what will look 
going to do, I’m going to do this, Mary.you know.. I mean if we having people who are trainers why 
not they can’t uuuhh close the other gap  because I feel not right you know mange the gap, do this do 
that, there needs to be lead by example  

Interviewer –1 Do you think, do you think it’s a form of shared responsibility or not ? 

V Its.it goes with the team work ne, if you don’t share the responsibilities you saying the last words is 
mine, you don’t have a say. You cannot work with people like that, you need to listen to them, so by 
listening to them they will come up with suggestion and then some of the suggestion, you can 
suggest something and you’ll be the one who will do that best than me, so you do it, you lead it you 
know,  while not forgetting that you still have a bigger picture of a responsibilities that’s why I’m 
saying you know these things is crucial again you know you need to  

Interviewer –1 Leadership skills 

V Leadership skills, when we do this uuh natural building we also need to empower these future 
generation with these leadership skills even ja, in Springfontein those uhh special needs they had 
days whereby uuh these days uuh Thabang his going to lead us, he’s the one that’s going to shout 
and you know make sure that everyone is hands on, tomorrow its someone else. I tick this one lacks 
there and there, this one likes to work alone like uhh captain planet, we called him captain planet 
(shows to picture of guy on bench made of bottles)   

everyone Laughting 

R Captain planet? 

V  (Laughing) ja …everyone laughing. either he works with me or alone 

Interviewer –1 Not Groups? 

V No groups, he doesn’t have that thing, so you need to know your team 

R&l Mmm 

V You know exactly, if you are working, if you are leading your team. And the other negative impact that 
I was talking about, if you can see this (picture) this is a great furniture   

R Furniture? 

V I mean this can be sellable  

Interviewer –1 Jaa 

R It can 

V Where? 

Interviewer –1 Exactly  

V You see, where? We tell them how to do this and then stand back. Why can’t we create a market, 
open a market for them 

Interviewer –1 A platform 

V So that, platform, so that they can now know exactly where to sell their things  

Interviewer –1 Hmmm 

R Vellile are you saying that you see a potential in making money in this eco building process  

v A lot, a lot uuh there is a lot of potential in making money out of it, but firstly is that the key players 
there Anita, Heidi Morgan, Vellile, Mary needs to create a program that will create an awareness and 
catch eyes of other people  

Interviewer –1 Especially maybe the children, schools  

V At Schools you know and give, I mean for me, okay let’s speak about this Boitekong children who did 
this you know. They are hands on they are doing  some bags and then the bags at some point are 
being sold said for schools, what’s the use of teaching someone to do something that can make 
money but he doesn’t benefit anything from it 

Interviewer –1 Exactly  
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V You know, because even if the person can do that at home it’s there and there who’s going to buy 
those uuh you know, at some point the person doesn’t even have the uuuh money to buy the material 
to start with but there is a potential 

Interviewer –1 For the program  

V Ja there’s a money there, it’s only how we we, you know manage the project  

Interviewer –1 And if you can, here you wrote experience, is it possible for you , if I give you like 2 seconds to think 
about it, what’s the first words that come to mind when you think about all the projects, everything, 
experience. Is there like an emotion or something or is it not that easy or a sentence you can sum it 
up in  

V (42:55) Okay the experience is that I you know , this one also (pic) is in line with which one, this one (points 
to picture)  

Interviewer –1 With building methods  

V Ja because now just the different uuh methods and now here that’s the style from Guatamale of the 
roofing that they are using concrete out of tyres.. on top of tyres and its round like this and I had an 
experience of now work under a an environment that you can fall, you need to be careful 

Interviewer –1 mmmm…mmmm…dangerous 

V So you need to be always alert you know and how you do it, they way I’ve learned to do it, I can build 
a dam 

Interviewer –1 So team work 

R (To Velliele)- what? A dam? 

V A dam to capture water 

Interviewer –1 Sjoe 

V Because a dam because the very same thing that is being happening here is the method that they 
are using when they are doing these dams to catch up water. So that’s why I’m saying there’s, you 
know there’s a potential, there’s a possibility for making money out of this. You can make a dam out 
of tyres and then use this method also   

Interviewer –1 Sjoe, and these houses, do you think when we build more, because I know it takes long to and its 
hard work but do you think if you make soos build more and more of this houses the people will do it, 
they’ll work hard for it  

V Yes, it’s a technique how you do it uuh the way, uuh I’ll include myself in here,  the way we build 
these houses is more artistic than building a house ones to stay, so it’s going to take much time to 
build it, but once there can be 3 or 4 houses that are just houses, normal houses that have you know 
with the plan and just, with uuh with mud bricks and add some bottles there and there where you 
want to do it, to add it. Then you saying you gonna, Its gonna be easy to measure time frame 
because now remember whether rain also and working with bottles aah you need a lot of training.  

R What’s the purpose of the bottles 

V At some point they serve like a bricks  

r Okay 

V They can also uuh if you cut them, the necks and then you join them with a  tape then it can be a light 
if you don’t have a light so you can, it becomes you know like here, (shows to picture) that’s only 
bottles but now you cannot see this in inside the stage but once you are at the back, you see the 
beauty of those colours there because now the sun is coming this way so inside here there is no sun 
that is penetrating  that’s why you cannot see it so it’s a purpose of bringing the light inside just an art 
or bricks because you can, you can put them there then close it, close them, no one will see them. 
But they are one of tjo hard work to work with bottles because the more you work this side you find 
that that side is there( shows low) so it needs to be straight, it needs to be balanced.  

Interviewer –1 So you need a good team 

v Ja 

R Velliele do you work, do you have a job or is this (shows to pictures) your job. I just want to know do 
you do this( shows to pictures) in your spare time or how do you manage your time  
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V For now this is actually to be honest this is uuh one of the things that I plan to create a work on it. It’s 
an art to learn it. I don’t have a work, I don’t have income at all  

Interviewer –1 Sjoe 

V That’s why I’m saying, what’s the use of being trained and get certificates and then  

R But it doesn’t benefit you? 

V Doesn’t work anyway, and I cannot even go to anywhere im looking for a job with those certificates  

R Mmm 

v You see, so I need to create something in order for me to have work. So either its going to become 
on the programs or I need to wait for someone to say can you please do this for me, then I charge the 
person then I do it. And Ubuntu again, we, more especially me and this me’ Mary, I don’t know is it a 
problem but its ja I would say it’s a problem but because of Ubuntu when you do something good for 
me or if a favour for me I won’t forget you know. Tomorrow when you ask me Velliele can you please 
do me 1 2 3 how much maybe will it cost me, first thing I remember what you have done to me you 
know then I’ll say okay no I won’t be hard or charge this much but at the end I lose because the time, 
the energy the mind that I’m investing there I’m not getting the returns you know because of Ubuntu 
and at some point we talking business now, when we talk business there’s no of Ubuntu. We just go 
straight but that’s how we are, that’s how god created us so ja we just hang in there and moving  

Interviewer –1 And are you busy with a project now or is there some project in the future, near future that you know 
of or ae you between projects now 

V Uuuh now im busy with uuh the other lady she has a group who are doing traditional dance so now 
we still busy uuh bringing other children, youth so that they can participate and create uuuh 
drummers you know we trying just to bring them out of the streets because there is huge gangsterism 
that is here so we still uuhh busy and we don’t even have a space, we use her space, her yard every 
time and its full like every day like after school they are there and then uuh we created the, a platform 
whereby we say you know what, instead of we just doing this, how about say this children are coming 
here, they come with their books, school books and then for an hour  or two and then we do school 
work  

Interviewer –1 Sjoe  

V And then after that we will practice now we will do the other things and ther’s still uuh few proposals 
that are there and there for park that I’ve adopted that side now the challenge is that my company it a 
PTY Ltd. now they regard it as a profit making company that’s one of the problems or ja things, 
stumbling blocks, things that I didntt do right because I ran it like a NPO, NPC but it’s a private 
number so no one really get the picture, they do have get the picture, they do buy the ideas but now 
because your this, even the university itself so I had to register an NPC again that’s why I was 
working so a lot here because I have a bad luck of getting people who are not hands on so each and 
every time I’m running alone you know. So I’m just guiding these other two guys, one lady and one 
other guy on this NPC we need to do a banking details and SARS and sit down and just brainstorm.  

Interviewer –1 And the children that is there for the drumming after school soos do you think when there’s time you 
want to teach them how to build eco projects, eco building, to train them 

V Yes because they did ask me even uuhh other youth who are around where my mums place there, 
they every time ask me hey moena when are you starting with something that we wants to be hands 
on now becase remember when we were doing the Meraka event it was just the uuh creating the 
awareness you know the possibilities now they want something practical they want, they need 
training so how am I going to train them? You see. And remember there’s a huge there’s a below 
level of poverty there, greatly,  its high so you need to think for someone investing their time you 
cannot work from 7 to 4 o clock doing something you going to benefit from at the later stage but I 
mean for a week or two , 7 to 4 without anything when you go home, you tired, you need to take a 
bath you don’t have a soap you know because there is no even food on the table so I’m thinning also 
about that because volunteerism Is not gonna work 100% more especially on the townships  

Interviewer –1 Hmmm because that tine that you can volunteer is a privilege  at this stage  
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v Yes so we at least need to try to balance when we are talking about volunteerism, we 
Need to think deep 

Interviewer –1 And sustainable  

V Yes and sustainable because people are hungry, even myself I said you know what I can do that the 
park by volunteering, I will, I can try to get many people that can you know help me with the park 
what about me because I’ll be investing my time there, the people who are coming there to help me, 
after work they have something to eat at home so I still need to do something, create some sort of 
income. So like now I’m trying to weigh up some things I’m registering businesses for other people so 
at least that’s where something njana( small) just come you know. Yes but this is my future  

R Is this your future ( pointing to pictures on poster)  

V Yes this is my future 

Interviewer –1 You have a bright future if I look at this poster 

V (Laughing) yes 

R I think we must wrap up but I think, tell us something interesting that you don’t think we know about 
Eco building, something very interesting or something that happened in your life during eco building 
that was interesting   

Interviewer –1 Or how you felt even if it was a feeling of one of the pictures  

R Ja anything 

V Sjoe I mean that who Ubuntu it, it created an environment for me whereby I became open to 
everyone and you know I get to know people who are a motivation to me so that’s I mean iv never 
been in an environment that I’m in now since before this I’m feeling better because of this because of 
those Ubuntu  
 

Interviewer –1 Ja because your still in the same place you grew up but at the same time you’re at a different place  

v Yes 

Interviewer –1 Because of all the people and your mind set transformed and it’s amazing  

v Ja and the good heart that god gaves me, ha I love it  

Interviewer –1 Ja it’s a blessing 

v Ja it’s a blessing tjo I love him 

r This is really special Velliele thank you  

Interviewer –1 Ja thank you for sharing your experience with us and for opening heart to us we really appreciate it 
and you changed our lives today, my mind set is now different  

r We can see that there’s a bright future for this natural building and we know now there’s codes here 
to follow  

v Hmm  there’s codes here  

r Thank you for honesty here and teaching us about Eco building  

v That’s my work and I really appreciate it because I regArd myself as maroetie, do you know maroetie  

r What’s maroetie? 

v Pastor (everyone laughing) 

Interviewer –1  I love it  

v Because uuuh if I’m around people or even one people just when we start speaking, I don’t spend an 
hour with them without saying, speaking about God you know and trying to motivate, sometimes I can 
motivate myself by motivating you but I become more motivated so ja thanks hey 
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Photo Voice14 – ‘The making of this Thesis’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The beginning of the journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14 Eclass.hmu.gr. (n.d.). The Photovoice Manual. A guide to designing and 

running participatory photography projects. [online] Available at: 

https://eclass.hmu.gr/modules/document/file.php/YK128/PV_Manual.pdf  

[Accessed 11/08/2019] 

https://eclass.hmu.gr/modules/document/file.php/YK128/PV_Manual.pdf
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2. Entering the field.  
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3. Confronting reality. 
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4. Friendships that will lasts a lifetime.  
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5. Experiencing Community Resilience. 
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6. The End. 
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